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Young Ladies' Boarding Schools 
in Sweden and South Carolina 
Shelly Dobbs Dooley· 
Marta Tarnm-Gotlind was a prolific Swedish writer born in 1888. She lived 
in Uppsala, a city that has a large, old university. A photocopy of an article that 
she wrote was found among a box of family papers. The following story of the 
Schenson School is Marta Tamm-Gotlind's story. 1 
Maria Magdalena Hahr Schenson was born in 1790 on Signildsberg farm in 
Sorby manorial estate (herrgard), Torsaker Parish (Sod.). She was one of eleven 
children of Anders Hahr, a mill owner who later leased the Ultuna royal estate 
(kungsladugard), Uppsala (Bondkyrka, see Heliga Trefaldighet) Parish (Upps.).2 
Maria did not have formal education, but became known as an outstanding 
educator in the school later known as Schenson Olivecrona School for Young 
Ladies. 
In 1813 Maria Hahr returned to her childhood home, this time as governess 
for the three children of the new owner, Major Von Rook. In 1816 Maria married 
John Schenson, who was office manager of the University of Uppsala, and here 
the couple lived. Theirs was a happy marriage, but because of financial 
problems, in 1817 Maria opened a school in an effort to earn money. 3 Ten 
children were born to Maria and John, seven of them during her tenure as 
headmistress of the school. 
In 1826 the following tribute was written to Maria, and signed by twelve 
prominent people in Uppsala: 
Marie Schenson nee Hahr has met with feeling and understanding a 
daughter's duties to her long ailing mother and simultaneously a mother's 
care and a teacher's interest in her younger sisters and brothers; and later as a 
• Shelly Dobbs Dooley is the granddaughter of Annie Hahr Dobbs. Born in Georgia and raised in Florida, she now lives in Indiana with her husband and cat. A cataloging librarian with Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library, Shelly is a graduate of Florida Southern College, and holds a master's degree from the University of South Florida. 
1 All material relating to the Schenson School, paraphrased here, is from Marta Tamm-Gotlind, "En flickpension i Upsala," Upsala Nya Tidning, Julnummer, 1957, 18-19. A photocopy of this newspaper article is located in the Hahr Family Papers, Stockholm Stadsarkiv. 
2 Information on the Anders Hahr family and his descendants, both in Sweden and the United States, is from Gosta Hahr, Sliikten Hahr. (Stockholm, 1954) and Gosta Hahr, The Hahr Family, trans. Lennart Hahr (Norwalk, CT, 1960). A copy of both editions has been donated to the Historical Genealogy Department, Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 
3 Tarnm-Gotlind cites Erik Gustaf Geijer, 1826. No specific information is given. - Upsala Nya 
Tidning, Julnummer, 1957, 18-19. 
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wife and mother, she has made herself beloved and honored and yet had time 
to ably manage a school for young ladies, which she with very little money 
instituted in 1817 and which only by her thrift and ability could give the 
superlative reputation it enjoys. For nearly four years, three days a week, 
she has gathered around her twenty of the most needy children ... whom she 
teaches the most essential and simplest skills, this without any outside help 
or compensation, but only through her inexhaustible kindness. Such deeds 
speak for themselves. It is the opinion of the signers of this testimony, 
which everyone who knows Mrs. Schenson will share, that all persons who 
have come under her care have been greatly benefited.4 
In 1828 the Private Boarding School for Young Ladies moved to Dimander 
House at 69 Regeringsgatan in Stockholm; but as Mrs. Schenson's husband also 
was renting living space at the University in Uppsala, the school moved back to 
Uppsala in 1836, where it continued until 1845. 
A pupil, sixteen-year-old Helena Gavelius, wntmg in a diary,5 lists the 
subjects that were taught in Maria Schenson's school for young ladies: 
Christianity 
History 
Geography 
Swedish, French, and German 
Arithmetic 
Drawing and painting 
Piano lessons 
Singing 
Needlework 
Handwriting 
Helena's notes in her diary give further information. For a boarding pupil 
the tuition, including the above subjects, payable quaiterly, is 300 Rd 
[Riksdaler] banco, including laundry. For those wishing to take music, English 
and guitar, an additional fee is charged. The following items must be brought by 
each student, and will be returned to her when she leaves: 1 soup spoon, 1 
teaspoon, l simple knife and fork, 1 bureau, 1 trunk, mattress with pillow and 
cover, 2 pair sheets and pillow cases, 12 towels, 1 pair large bath towels, 1 large 
table cloth and 2 small ones. The above articles, in addition to a piano, may be 
rented for an annual charge of 16.32 [Riksdalerj banco. Also required are 1 box 
with mirror, 1 fitted sewing box, 12 napkins, l writing outfit, 1 portfolio, and 1 
abacus. Used books may be used in the beginning. Long walks and swimming 
4 "Among the twelve signers we find, besides Geijer, his wife Anna Lisa, Malla Silverstolpe, 
Archbishop Karl von Rosenstein, and other people of prominence." No other names were listed. 
5 Helena Gavelius's diary is quoted in Marta Gtitlind's article about the Schenson school; the 
location of this diary is unknown. The article also mentions Helena's brother, J. G. Gavelius: "In 
Upsala in 1825, a young student from the northern province of Sweden escorted his sister Helena 
Marie Gavelius to the Schenson Olivecrona finishing school...well-known from Skane to Norrland, 
even Finland, for young girls .... Her brother, J. G. Gawelius, who among other things studied at the 
University in Professor Geiger's classes, and had his eyes on the City Secretaryship in Harnosand, 
talked now and then with Mrs. Schenson about his sister's progress, and wrote carefully home ... " 
The location of these letters is not known. 
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in the summer months and anything which will promote good health is taken 
advantage of. Gymnastics and exercises are done during the winter months and, if 
sick, the students are under the care of an able physician. In classes the students 
are graded according to their ability and progress in each subject. Encouragement 
to advance talent and work diligently is properly given. A careful watch is kept 
on everyone so that all may conduct themselves in a peaceful, honorable and 
orderly way. The Lancaster method of instruction, imported from England, was 
used, in which the abler students helped in the instruction of the less able 
groups. For the motherly care, so necessary to each young lady, the 
headmistress, Maria Rahr Schenson was fully responsible. 
Embroidery was given high priority in the Schenson school. Mrs. Schenson 
was a noted flower painter and an advanced artist in embroidery, having done 
several fine landscapes using silk and hair. The student Helena, mentioned above, 
listed in her diary several techniques the young ladies studied: hemstitching, 
ornamental stitching, knitting, flower embroidery, fancy sewing, glove sewing, 
dress making, and weaving of tape. Helena also noted the following projects that 
she completed as a student in the Schenson school: 1 pair embroidered cuffs, 1 
knitted watchband, 1 caneband, 1 collar, 1 simple negligee, 1 small neckband, 1 
golden embroidered tobacco pouch, 2 small pillows with embroidered flowers, 2 
flower bouquets, 6 silver sheaves, 1 large silk picture, and 1 embroidered 
reticule. 
Maria Rahr Schenson died 16 July 1857, and is buried in Uppsala, where her 
children and pupils erected a monument. A son, academy counselor Elis 
Schenson, years later said of his mother: "Many hundreds of girls from all parts 
of the Kingdom had her to thank not only for a first class education but also for 
a true religious and moral upbringing. With a kind and pleasant manner she 
combined strength and firmness. She was a tender and God-fearing wife and 
mother." 6 Maria Schenson was a pioneer in the field of education for women. 
One of Maria Rahr Schenson's ten children was a daughter, Malla. Malla 
was very close to her first cousin Hulda Rahr, daughter of Maria's brother Adolf 
Rahr. Hulda had come to America in 1849, not with the intention of emigrating 
but traveling with her brother, Franz Josef Rahr, and they both found positions 
teaching at a school for young ladies in South Carolina-Limestone College. 7 
In April of 1851, Hulda wrote at length to her cousin Malla Schenson about 
Limestone College, her work with the students, and her observations of life 
6 Marta Tamm-Gotlind's source of this quote is "a memoriam," possibly Maria Schenson's 
gravestone. 
7 The date and purpose of Hulda Hahr and her brother Franz Hahr traveling to the United States is 
taken from unpublished Hahr family letters, Hahr Family Papers, Stockholm Stadsarkiv. A catalog 
shows that in 1851, a Mr. Hahr taught music at Limestone College. - Limestone College, Gaffney, 
SC, Alumnae Office records. 
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there. Malla was the wife of Knut Olivecrona, and Hulda was the godmother of 
Malla and Knut's children. 
Limestone Springs, South Carolina, April 27, 1851 
Darling (whom I miss so much) Malla, 
Today is Sunday and therefore I have some time to talk with you, good 
friend and sister whom I so often long for and whom I so often think about, 
and whom I miss so terribly. I transfer myself in my thoughts to your little 
room where we both sit and talk so pleasantly, while little darling Stephanie 
crawls around cooing; God bless her, the little angel, and give me the sweet 
pleasure to once again see her hale and hearty, fulfilling Knut's and your 
happiness. 
I am wondering each day about what I shall send her. It must be 
something really American. Someday in early winter you can expect a little 
box, with several little things in it, for my godchild. Yes, little Malinka, 
everything is like a dream. It does not seem possible that I shall have been 
parted from my loved ones for such a long time. the only thing that has 
carried me through is the thought that in a few years I may come to your 
lovely little home and argue with Knut, and play hide and seek with 
Stephanie and chat with the little mother herself. Ah! How much I shall 
have to tell you! But now I shall have to tell you a little about life here. It 
won't be very much, because I tire so quickly. 
Now I must tell you that I am a teacher in one of the largest boarding 
schools. The reason why I accepted this position when it was offered to me 
was because Franz is also a teacher here, and also because the location is 
only about a mile from Aunt Hammarskjold, and too because it has the 
healthiest climate in the state. To show you how healthy it is, I can tell you 
that when I arrived here in February, I was pale and not very well and have 
grown so fat that I have had to take out inches in my dresses over the 
shoulders. I have a good color and cough very seldom, if at all. 
There are eighty girls here, and they are in general healthy, though 
sometimes a little homesick when their lessons are too difficult. They have 
not much taste for music. Very few can sing, and are satisfied if they can 
play a little dance music and sing a few ballads, and then are considered 
pretty, sweet and smart. That's the way it is out here in the country. It 
seems that it is quite different in the cities, especially in the northern cities. 
The country here is beautiful, mountainous and wooded. The main 
building is very large, about 300 feet long, four stories high and on each 
side on each floor there is a covered gallery the whole length of the building 
and about 12 feet wide. Often in rainy weather I have walked myself tired in 
\ 
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these galleries, which are glorious, especially as they are shaded by the most 
beautiful trees that now are all green. The beautiful white and yellow acacia 
trees grow here and there with lovely and sweet-smelling flowers. We have 
an enormous mass of wild flowers. I am pressing all that I can get hold of. 
Several different caprifoliums, white lilies, and jasmines are here in great 
quantities, and are now in full bloom. The air is warmer than on the hottest 
summer days in Sweden. 
Limestone College (Lime Stone Springs, Female High School), Gaffney, South Carolina 
(Courtesy of Swedish-American Historical Society) 
Soon now will be the first of May, which is a day of enchantment to 
the young ladies, as they are then allowed to invite five to six of their 
friends from the nearby cities. These invitations are sent out a month in 
advance. The Queen is elected and her four ladies-in-waiting. All the girls on 
this day are dressed in white with flowers. Twelve of the girls represent 
different flowers. The four seasons are then represented, and then the Queen 
is crowned. All this is done with royal pomp. The girls march in pairs to 
the throne, which is set in a beautiful pavilion on the lawn. Here is where 
the Queen is crowned, after which all the girls present flowers to he,r 
majesty, reciting a lovely little verse, to which the Queen answers in a long 
speech. We expect nearly 200 visitors here for the festivities. It will be quite 
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a lot of extra work for us teachers but I love it, as it is something new to 
me. Next week we have no school after Tuesday but we shall be very busy 
decorating the drawing rooms and the galleries with flowers and leaves. 
Do you know, Malla, that I was making nearly 1000 kronor in salary 
for ten months' work. The rest of the year, when all the young ladies go 
home for Christmas and New Year, we have our vacation. The school is out 
on the 20th of December and does not resume until the 20th of February. 
I am going to spend this time with the Hammarskjolds and rest. A 
family in one of the nearby towns wants me for a teacher for their two or 
three children, with a salary of 1200 kronor. Well, we shall see. Maybe I 
will accept this position next year, but do not mention anything yet, as I 
am not sure what I shall do. I cannot leave this job now and besides I feel so 
well here that I hesitate to make a change. Say Knut, the idea that only 
shopkeepers and businessmen can make fortunes here is not true. What do 
you think, Malla? 
Our servants are all Negroes of both sexes. They are slaves, and more 
good-hearted people one will seldom see. They are willing and know their 
jobs. They have small dances and they dance with grace and ease. The men 
are lithe and muscular, sing their jolly folk songs very well and are for the 
most well-dressed, especially when one can see them strut in really elegant 
morning coats. The women for the most are well-built and dress very 
glamorously in hats and parasols, afraid to burn their brown skins any 
darker. They wear the same dresses as we do, sometimes even more elegant. 
White muslin they use a lot and its contrast is striking with their black 
faces, which have a great deal of character. 
I must tell you that I am not as lazy as I used to be. I get up at five 
o'clock in the morning, when the chimes from a large bell awake me. The 
mornings are so glorious that it is a real pleasure to get up. But the poor 
girl students hate it. We go to bed not later than ten o'clock, but the girls 
have to retire at nine. 
All together we have five women teachers and four male teachers, all of 
the latter studious old men, except Franz, who it would be a sin to say was 
studious! 
You must excuse me, Malla, that this letter is so disconnected. The 
reason is really that I have not been able to write undisturbed. Yesterday, 
Sunday, I had to stop. Today is Monday when I have to work which only 
gives me two hours of leisure, but even then comes one after the other to 
talk to me about something and then my thoughts become upset and hard to 
retrieve. 
l 
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0 Malla, if you could feel the yearning which often grasps my soul, 
you would never risk to go away and leave Sweden. If I had known it, I 
doubt that I would have had the courage to leave my Father and Mother, my 
sisters and brother, all my dear friends. As I do not want to be homesick, I 
am trying only for moments but often to think of my home -- and not let 
my mind for long periods dwell on it. 
The Hammarskjolds' home I consider like my own, and as Reddy is a 
student here in the school, I accompany her home once a month.8 We leave 
on Friday and are back Monday morning. They have a very lovely home, 
not a large house, but very nicely arranged and comfortable. The mill is 
large and is located along the bank of Broad River, which river banks are 
glorious, being covered with the most beautiful flowers and trees. We have 
discovered a path that follows the river for a couple of miles. It is simply 
entrancing and reminds me somewhat of Haga Park [near Stockholm] . The 
path is covered with the cleanest and whitest sand all done by nature itself. 
The river is full with large and small turtles and teeming with fish. The 
turtles during the middle of the day crawl out of the water and lay on the 
sand. Reddy and I got one from a Negro. This one was not much larger than 
a viksdaker [a silver dollar], unfortunately it died but the shell I shall save. I 
had one here that was as large as a saucer, but I let him go. 
We have here some very beautiful birds, of most beautiful cornflower 
blue with yellow chest, red and yellow and golden yellow, yes all of the 
most brilliant colors, but they are not as good singers as ours. The only one 
that sings is the mockingbird, so called because it can imitate different 
noises and when it is tamed it can be taught to sing. I intend to get me one 
but they are very hard to keep. 
May 11th 1851 
Dearest Malla, 
It is just two weeks since I wrote the beginning of this letter, which I 
intend to make quite long. So now I shall continue. I hope you will excuse 
me, if I should forget a little of my Swedish. 
8 There was a small Swedish colony in South Carolina largely centered around the iron works of the Hammarskjold family. It was because of the Swedes there that Hulda Hahr and her brother Franz came to South Carolina as tourists, not as emigrants. The two family homes were almost adjacent in Stockholm. One hundred years later, a descendant of this family, Dag Hammarskjold (1905-1961), was secretary general of the United Nations. For details on the forty-eight Swedish passengers aboard the Oregon, who arrived in Savannah, GA from Stockholm on 20 December 1850, see Nils William Olsson and Erik Wiken, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in the United States 
1820-1850 (Stockholm, 1995), 140, 457-61. See also Nils William Olsson, "Early Swedes in Charleston, SC," Swedish American Genealogist 17 (March 1997): 29-36. 
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The big May festivities are over. It was a wonderful day for the girls, 
but quite tiresome for the teachers who really went to a great deal of trouble. 
Before noon I made twenty flower wreaths and helped the girls with their 
costumes. I was really exhausted when the afternoon was over and the only 
pleasure I had was to see Aunt Hammarskjold and Louise Nettelbladt who 
were there.9 Aunt Hammarskjold spent the night with us and I went home 
with them the next day. They asked me to spend Sunday with them. I 
returned to my job Monday. I am now working hard with the girls as they 
have their examinations the 16th of July, when they have to show what 
they have learned. 
Today is so hot that one can hardly breathe. I am sitting in my little 
chamber with the windows wide open, dressed in my sheerest negligee and 
perspire and pant while I write this. Oh! It is wonderful not to have to 
freeze. I am feeling really well but will regardless go back home again. 
Sometimes I wonder if I shall be welcome and not forgotten. I shall 
however write as often as I can in order to remind you of your "American 
Africana." 10 I wonder in what part of the world I shall die? 
Now I must say farewell to my dearest Darling Malla. Forgive this 
loosely written letter. Answer it as soon as you can. Write about everything 
and everybody, but most about yourself and Stephanie. Go and give Knut a 
big hug and thousand regards, the same to Uncle and Aunt Elias, and give 
my love to all my friends none named and none forgotten. Let me know if 
the little rose that I gave you and the one to Mr. Sternberg are still alive. 
Send my regards to him and also all of my men friends. Franz also sends his 
regards and please write soon to your 
Hulda 
oOo 
The next letter Hulda wrote a year later and is addressed to Malia's husband, 
Knut Olivecrona. 
Limestone, May 1 1 th 1 852 
Dear Knut, Illustrious Signor Professor, 
9 In 1 860 Lovisa Mathilda Nettelbladt published a book about her travels in the United States 
entitled En svenska i Amerika (A Swedish Lady in America). For more details, see Nils William 
Olsson, "The elusive anonym of a Swedish lady in the ante-helium South," Swedish Pioneer 
Historical Quarterly 9 (April 1958): 60-68 and Olsson and Wiken, SPA US, 457-60. 
10 Hulda' s  full name was Jane Hulda Josefina Anna Maria Christina Africana Hahr. Africana 
refers to her African birthplace-Tripoli (Libya)-not her race; thus her reference to "your 
American Africana." 
\ 
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How many times must not you and my dear beloved Malla have 
wondered, yes, even been quite irked with me for not having answered the 
dear letters that I received in November last year. I have read and reread these 
letters time and again, and each time I have made up my mind to answer 
them, but on account of lack of time (you might not believe this but it is 
truth) I have had to postpone it until now when the days are longer and we 
therefore have more hours of leisure. 
You can surely understand that it is not very pleasant to start a letter 
and before one can get one's thoughts together, have to leave it to argue 
with some dumb girls, or eat breakfast, dinner, or supper; and when one 
again returns to continue the letter one's thoughts are far away from the 
subject. However I am not writing the above as an excuse for my long 
unexplainable silence, which of course to you must have seemed quite 
peculiar. I hope however, dear Knut, that you have not come to the 
conclusion that my feelings for my friends in my Fatherland have cooled off 
or that I love you less. That could never happen even if I had to stay here for 
ten years (which I sincerely hope will never happen). 
Your letter made me both happy and sad; happy because I could see that 
Mafia and you had not forgotten me, and really missed me and even longed 
for me. That gladdened me so very, very much, but the thing that made me 
sad was that you seemed to give all sorts of reasons for my sudden departure, 
even that I left against the wishes of my parents. You must have thought 
me so heartless. Of course I had my own choice between, as they said, to 
stay at home an incurable invalid, maybe with one foot already in the grave, 
or go to America where I could regain my health and return home whenever 
I should wish. Was it so queer that I should choose the latter, especially 
when I found out that both Papa and Mamma had nothing whatsoever 
against my decision, instead they approved of this very important step? 
When I visited you in Uppsala, I can assure you that I had not the slightest 
intention of this journey. How could I have bid you all farewell so casually 
if I had known that I should be parted from you for so long? 
Yes, I have a good mind to really continue and call you down, you 
mean old Knut, but just now I seem to remember that it is to a professor I 
have the honor to write. Please accept my most sincere congratulations. It 
was with real sincere pleasure that I received the notification about your 
promotion. I am only sorry that I could not have been with you and taken 
part in the festivities and orally expressed my happiness. Now I can only, 
God knows, be satisfied to write "my best wishes," with a prayer that 
sometime regardless of how busy you are, you will present me with a few 
kind words and let me know something about the fun that happens in 
Uppsala, if "HahrKrankarme" still exist in the noble Burg, hoping as I do 
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that they are now rid of all their meanness. Dear Knut, I promise that if you 
honor me with a letter, you shall not have very long to wait for the answer. 
I wish that you now could see Limestone in all the glory. The trees are 
dressed in the freshest and luscious green foliage. The gardens are full of the 
loveliest flowers among which numerous roses, different kinds, are in full 
bloom. The air is warm, yes, too warm; just now a little thunderstorm has 
arrived to cool things off. Oh! I wish that I had you all over here to enjoy 
all this beauty which you in Sweden, this time of year, can hardly visualize. 
But such longings are in vain, besides you would not like to live over here. 
Now you must give my love to Malla, and my darling Stephanie, and 
also little Victory. Give my regards to schoolmasters Stenberg, Staal, 
Bergstrom and all the rest of the gentlemen who still remember me. Do not 
be too mean to the students, do not torture them. How is little "Tuttiluren," 
is he still alive? And your dear brother, the brave Captain, is he ever going 
to get married? Does he still dip snuff? Please send him my love and tell 
him to get hold of a frigate and sail over here for a visit. 
And now farewell, dear Knut, and thanks for your brotherly friendship. I 
pray that God will bless you and yours, thy true friend and sister, 
Hulda 
oOo 
Enclosed in the same envelope with the above letter was a letter from Hulda 
to Malla. 
Limestone, May 11th 
Dear Sweet Malla, 
I have now written a quite long and understandable letter to His Grace 
the professor, yes it was so understandable and serious (I did not dare cb 
anything else) that I now must talk a little nonsense with you, my dear 
little Malla. I feel so warm and comfortable to talk to you, and to remind 
myself of the never-to-be-forgotten moments that I spent together with you 
in your lovely and peaceful home. Such memories, Malla!! It is not odd if 
they awake queer feelings of homesickness and emptiness. Shall I ever 
forget? No. NEVER! 
We have eighty girls. If the measles had not visited us, we would have 
had a great many more, but they were afraid of this contagious disease. 
Nearly all the girls caught it. Some of them became quite ill. You can 
imagine twelve to sixteen girls at a time, and they are very difficult to nurse 
as they are rather spoiled youngsters, being accustomed to have their own 
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Negro maid wait on them, so when they arrived here they could hardly dress 
themselves. They live here two in a room and sometimes four in the large 
rooms. I have twelve girls in my department. Each morning I go through 
their rooms with a notebook in my hand; if something is not in order or the 
room untidy they get a bad mark and the same if they make too much noise 
when they go to bed. At nine o'clock p.m. the room bell rings, and then 
every one of them must be in their rooms, and not to stick their nose out 
without special permission. A half-hour later a little old Negro man with a 
bell appears. At its loud chimes all doors are opened and the girls stick their 
hands out holding their lamps, as they are not allowed to have lights on 
after that, not even a minute. After that everything is quiet as in the grave, 
and any conversation after that is noted down in the book, which each 
morning is turned over to Mrs. Curtis. 1 1  Everything goes according to rules, 
with precision and on time in everything; if not, it would be impossible to 
handle these unruly and proud American girls, even though some of them 
are not much more than children. Most of them, however, are between 
fifteen to nineteen years and look to be thirty-year-old matrons. 
But now I am sure that you want to know something about our sweet 
little Rosalie. 12 She is now a well-established teacher in music and French 
and is getting along much better than I expected. She seems to thrive well 
and is fat. Has a ruddy complexion. She amuses herself with collecting wild 
flowers that she presses. She and Mr. Curtis get a lot of pleasure out of it. 
He has a class in botany. In all the rooms there are glass basins and water 
pitchers constantly full of flowers to be examined and then pressed. Mr. 
Curtis has promised the girl, who at examination can show the most 
beautiful herbarium, the best flora in the state. This has created quite a 
pleasant excitement among the contestants, but I am afraid it is causing a 
slight envy, when one girl happens to find more of some rarer flowers than 
another. 
Rosalie has now nearly 150 different wild flowers all found hereabouts 
or near Broad River, whose banks are teeming with flowers. Rosalie and I 
have lots of fun together. To begin with she was rather sad and sentimental 
and had her reason, but now she is happy and full of fun. So far I have never 
heard her pining for home or regretting that she came over here. On the 
contrary, she says that it was her good luck that she came. Everybody likes 
1 1  Mrs. Curtis was the wife of William Curtis, who (with his father, Dr. Thomas Curtis) founded Limestone College. 12 Rosalie Roos, a Swedish friend of Hulda Hahr, had come to teach at Limestone College. Letters to her family in Sweden describe her experiences as a teacher in the American South and mention Hulda and Franz Hahr. See Rosalie Roos, Travels in America, 1851-1855, ed. Carl L. Anderson (Southern Illinois University Press, 1982). 
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her and is very friendly to her. I can report to you, Malla, that the Swedish 
girls are very popular and well-liked, and their great talents greatly admired. 
Oh, how sweet and warm it is. I am sitting at the open window. It is 
between eight and nine in the morning; the sky is clear and not a cloud. I 
hear the soft rustle of the leaves. The birds are all singing, the girls are 
running and jumping on the lawn and having a glorious time. It makes me 
feel real good. Oh, my God, how great and glorious it is. One cannot help 
to think of the Creator of all this beauty. It is difficult to enjoy all this by 
myself. How I wish that you all could be with me so that we, all together, 
could enjoy it. 
A few times last year I had the pleasure to visit the Hammarskjolds at 
Cooperville, but they are not there anymore. My Uncle could not get along 
with the Company, there was intrigue against him and he resigned. 13 He is 
now in charge of a big steel mill in North Carolina, about 3 6  miles from 
here. He says he will make more money in his new job. Carl, his only son, 
and Westman (who was his butler but has now been elevated to Mr. 
Westman) are both engaged as his assistants and the latter is now treated by 
them as their equal. All three are working hard. However as the house they 
were to live in was in pretty bad shape for my aunt and Reddy, they had to 
take a room in a boarding house at Limestone, a stone's throw from the 
school. She has a small room for two persons. The food they get is not 
anything to brag about, and neither is the room. The furniture is my Aunt's, 
which she took with her from her home. Poor dear Aunt. What she has 
suffered and lived through on account of her husband and she has borne it all 
with fortitude and devotion. Do you know she is an angel? There she sits 
alone all during the days while Reddy is at school. She works and sews all 
Heddy's clothes and her own. Still she seems always to be happy and in 
good humor. She has not the slightest chance to ever return to Sweden, 
which she now seems to realize, and which then makes her rather terrified. 
Oh, !feel so sorry for all of them. Reddy seems to take matters calmly. 
She has been quite sick ever since November last year. Anemia -- an awful 
thing-- has weakened her a great deal. She has taken a lot of medicine but 
nothing seems to help her. I am afraid that it will turn into consumption, 
which is Auntie's greatest worry, as Reddy is her life and happiness. She is 
such a good and understanding girl and intends as soon as she can to be a 
teacher in order to be able to help her father; but his debts I am afraid are 
indeed too large to ever be paid. Nevertheless that is her aim and Auntie says 
that she will never get any peace before at least a small part has been paid. I 
13 Hulda refers affectionately to the Hammarskjolds as Uncle and Aunt, or Auntie, but there was 
no blood relationship. 
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pray God that they will succeed. Their new home in North Carolina will be 
ready in July, when Auntie and Reddy will move over there. I shall miss 
them very much, as I now run over to see Auntie for a short chat every day. 
I hope though that after examinations in July I shall be able to visit her in 
her new home for a few days. 
My dear [brother] Franz seems to thrive and enjoy himself. Looks very 
intelligent and serious, and holds the respect of his pupils. He carries on and 
stomps a lot during his lectures. I feel sorry for them. It is easy to see why 
he wears out his boots so quickly. 
In Daddy's last letter he wrote that Knut was in Stockholm and was 
expected home the same evening. How glad I was to hear about Knut's 
promotion to full professor. You must be very happy, Malla, and your little 
angels must give you real happiness. God bless them, the little darlings. 
My little Stephanie I expect is now pretty big and sweet. Kiss her many, 
many times from her godmother. 
You mentioned in your letter that you would like to have a 
mockingbird. I shall be glad to take two of them with me and try to bring 
them alive to Sweden, but I am afraid that the sea air might not agree with 
the young fledglings. We have dozens of them here. They sing almost 
constantly and it is nearly impossible not to believe that there are a lot of 
different kinds of birds singing. One cannot buy them here, but in 
Charleston they cost twenty dollars. 
I spent last July in Georgia with Mrs. Curtis in her parents' home. I 
had a marvelous time; went around about the country and visited one place 
after another; everyone is friendly and hospitable. As for that matter 
everyone in general is, here in America. One nearly immediately feels at 
home. Everybody is frank and open. Not much formality. 
In the country their way of living is simple and without much 
formality. Their homes are well-built and pleasant-looking. The rooms on 
the average are not large but have wide corridors. Furnishing is comfortable 
but simple, seldom any extravagance. The houses consist in general of the 
following rooms: a parlor, which is never used except to entertain visitors, a 
living room, dining room, and a large kitchen. The rest of the rooms are 
bedrooms and guests' rooms. The climate in Georgia is much warmer than 
here, though last winter was unusually cold. It even snowed during my visit 
there. However the snow melted immediately after the sun came out. This 
they called an unusually cold and terribly hard winter, the worst for many 
years. Here it has been very cold, and we feel it more, as the rooms can 
pretty well keep out the heat, but not the cold. Now, thank God, the 
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summer at last has arrived with its gloriously warm days. I feel like a pearl 
in a gold setting. 
Soon the examinations will be here, only nine more weeks. All of us, 
both teachers and students, have quite an anticipation for this 
commencement. You can imagine, as there will be between 400 and 500 
visitors here, that it is quite terrifying. The exams last for two days, the 
16th and 17th of July, generally a Tuesday and Wednesday. The rest of the 
week is a furlough, but next Monday the routine starts again. 
I just now remember that your professor cannot stand crossed letters. I 
am therefore seeing every page in this letter is first written horizontally and 
then vertically. 
Good-bye, but still I must once more reprimand you for what you said 
about Rosalie. (Fie! on you Knut, you are pretty bad). No, do not believe 
such foolishness. 
Please let me know how Knut looks as a professor and how the Eliases, 
Broxmanssons, Hvassers and all the rest of my friends are. Give them my 
heartiest love. I have promised Aunt Hammarskjold to send a little note to 
the Baroness. Sweet Malla, please see that she gets it and add my most 
sincere regards. I have often asked Knut to give my regards to my men 
friends, but he probably forgot all about it. Please give my sincere regards 
to schoolmasters Stenberg and Staal. Even give my regards to Gustava, and 
now my dearest and most sincere love and tight embrace, and please write 
soon to your 
Hulda 
P. S. Dearest sweet Malla, please repay evil with good and do not punish 
me by letting me wait long for a letter from you. May I ask the professor to 
do the same. Please remind him or he will forget. 
oOo 
Malla Schenson Olivecrona died in 1854. Rosalie Roos, Hulda Hahr's 
friend, compatriot, and fellow teacher at Limestone College, returned to Sweden 
in 1855, and married Knut Olivecrona in 1857. 
Hulda Hahr was born in Tripoli (in what is now Libya) 26 October 1828, 
the daughter of Adolf Hahr, consul general at the Swedish Embassy, and 
Charlotta Christina von Schele. The first fifteen years of her life were spent in 
Tripoli. She was fluent in Arabic, Italian, French, German, English, and 
Swedish. Although Hulda and her brother, Franz Hahr, originally did not intend 
to remain in the United States, they both married and remained in the South, 
where they were caught up in the Civil War. Upon leaving Limestone College, 
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Hulda taught at Orangeburg Female School, also in South Carolina, where she 
met and married Professor William White Legare in 1862. A highly skilled 
pianist and organist, she taught music at the several schools where Professor 
Legare served as President. Hulda and William had one son, Julien, a physician. 
Hulda died at Rosemount Plantation, Forkland, Greene County, Alabama 18 
August 1901.14 
Franz Josef Rahr married Alice Mulvinal (Malvina) Hartman in North 
Carolina in 1859. Having had military school training in Sweden, Franz Josef 
became a Confederate officer during the Civil War. Franz and Alice both died in 
Greensboro, NC (in 1878 and 1873, respectively), where he was professor of fine 
arts at Greensboro Female School. Their five children, who were left as orphans 
after the deaths of their parents, were raised by Hulda and William Legare. The 
youngest son, Wilhelm Hartman "William" Rahr (1872-1960), had one daughter 
who left no children. Of the four daughters, Emma Charlotta (1860-1898), 
Margaret Hulda (1868-1947) and Anna (Annie) von Scheele (1870-1961) married 
brothers James M., Evan P. , and Herbert C. Dobbs, respectively. Daughter 
Selma ( 1866-1966) married Joseph S. Stewart. 15 
Orangeburg Female College, Orangeburg, South Carolina 
(Courtesy of Swedish-American Historical Society) 
14 Hahr, Slii.kten Hahr, 36. 1 5  L. M. V. Ornberg, Svenska ii.ttartal, vols. I-XIV (Stockholm & Vadstena, 1 884-1908), vol. IX, 
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Search for the 'Old Country' 
Enriches Life in the New+ 
Larry Oakes* 
This is the story of my yearlong search for my family and our history, here 
and in Sweden. With interest in genealogy at an all-time high, I'm sure my 
experience is not unique. But the millions who haven't tried should know that 
wondrous things can happen when you go digging for your roots. Here's what 
happened to me. 
When I came kicking and screaming into this world in 1960, my parents 
named me Lawrence Victor Oakes, same as my dad, same as his dad. 
I was still little when Dad told me the story of our name. Lawrence came 
from Grandpa, who died when I was 3. Victor came from Great-Grandpa, who 
died in the 1940s. 
And Oakes was picked by Victor after he "got off the boat from the old 
country," Dad said. Until then Victor's last name was Ek, which is Swedish for 
"oak." 
That's when I first became aware of that other world-the "old country. " 
That's what my grandma called it, too. She came from Finland when she was 
little. But she didn't talk about it much, and when she did, she often called 
Finland " the old country, "  as if she'd forgotten the name or didn't want to say it 
out loud. 
I decided it was a big deal to leave the old country. You even got a new 
name. When Victor died, his oldest son, Ernest, supplied the information for the 
death certificate. For birthplace, it just says "Sweden. " For parents' names, it 
says "No record. " 
Family memory fades 
I grew up, and I didn't think about the old country for years at a time. Once 
someone asked me what part of Sweden my people came from. I didn't know. I 
pictured a pastoral island. I imagined ancestors fishing with nets or plowing 
behind oxen. I never dreamed that I could know their names. I never dreamed 
their descendants might be wondering about me. 
+ © Copyright 1998 Star Tribune. All rights reserved. This article first appeared in the Star Tribune, 
Sunday, 9 August 1998, pages El ,  E5-6, and is reprinted here with pennission. 
' Larry Oakes, Northern Minnesota Correspondent for the Star Tribune, can be reached via e-mail at 
staroakes@aol.com. 
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A land patent granted to Victor Oak by the U.S. Government, on a homestead in 
Oulu, Wisconsin. Such records helped piece together Victor's first years in the U.S. 
Victor and Jennie Oakes ca. late 1910s or early 1920s. 
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My dad had already told me all he knew. If Victor left any written record of 
life in the old country, it was Jost. We had no pictures. Only one story from 
Victor's early life had passed through the seine of time and tight lips. 
Victor apparently hadn't come alone; a brother was with him. They were 
hunting deer with miners' headlamps before the turn of the century. Someone 
shot toward them from down a trail or across a field. The brother was hit in the 
head and died. The story survived; the brother's name didn't. 
As a kid I used the story to impress my friends. But that was a story from 
Wisconsin, not Sweden. 
I had no Sweden stories. It was as though Victor had so forcefully pushed 
the old country out of his mind that the momentum was still carrying it away 
from mine. 
But not without resistance. 
I know now that the old country has a pull-and maybe not just on the 
people who left, but the people down the bloodline. It waits until you're ready, 
then it beckons. 
Maybe it's the gravity of family, tugging the heart like the moon tugs the 
ocean. With me it struck like a northern pike hits a Dardevle lure, on a hot 
Sunday last August. My dad had asked me to come with him on a drive. It was a 
quick trip, just a few hours. But for me, just like for Victor, one trip changed a 
lot. We drove to Oulu Township, a half-hour east of Superior, Wis. 
There, in the 1890s, on pretty rolling hills just south of Lake Superior, 
immigrant settlers staked some of the last claims filed under the U.S. Homestead 
Act. One was a Swede named Gustafson, who carved a "free" farm out of 
towering pines with his wife and two daughters. 
We knew that much. And we knew daughter Jennie Gustafson married 
Victor, who was a foreman on a railroad crew in nearby Brule, Wis. She was my 
great-grandma. Dad remembered stories his dad told about visiting the farm as a 
boy-about walking 8 miles to get there from a railroad stop called Muskeg, 
about shooting grouse with black-powder shells that made a cloud of smoke. 
Dad had never been there. Other than Jennie, we didn't even know the 
Gustafsons' first names. We searched three rural graveyards with no luck before 
someone told us to go see Ernest Rantala, one of Oulu's oldest people. 
He couldn't tell us where the Gustafsons rested, but he knew the farm where 
they'd lived and worked. "House is still there," Rantala said. "A whole big 
family is living in it. " 
Touching the past 
A few minutes later we were standing in the solid two-story house my 
great-great-grandparents built to replace the log cabin they started in. The 
newest owners, Gary and Dorothy Taylor, took us down to the basement and 
showed us the hand-hewn floor joists. I saw the adz marks. 
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"My great-great-grandfather made these," I thought. "His hands touched the 
same wood I'm touching 100 years later." 
The Taylors took a picture of my dad and me, out front, where some big 
trees shaded the place. Leaning against one, I felt something that's hard to 
explain. It was a peaceful, together feeling, as though something that was 
rattling loose inside me had snapped into its socket. 
Dad seemed to feel it, too. Back on the highway we chattered like a couple 
of magpies, wondering about the Gustafsons and about Victor. Why did they 
move halfway around the world? What was life like for them? Why didn't they 
pass on stories or write anything down? How did Victor and Jennie meet? 
Things hadn't always been easy with me and my dad. Some-some might 
call them "issues"-had come between us, and for a while the history of the 
rock-faced Oakeses in our family album was the last thing I'd wanted to know. 
Time had done what it usually does, and we were better. But that day in 
Oulu Township put us square, the way we hadn't been in a long time. And 
suddenly I wanted more-more information, more connectedness. More peace. 
Maybe the old man knew what he was doing. 
Since then I've gone stone by stone through a couple of dozen graveyards. 
I've written about a hundred letters. I've haunted a half-dozen courthouses. Two 
of my file drawers are now the province of genealogy, my new hobby, my labor 
of love. 
I've learned names. I've copied records documenting births and weddings 
and deeds and deaths. I've discovered shirttail relations, including Marvel Priem, 
Grandpa Larry's last surviving cousin. She's 88 and nearly blind, but with her 
steel-trap mind she can see back 80 years. And she's a good storyteller. Under 
the spell of her words, long-dead relatives come to life and dance. I got her on 
tape. 
Until I started looking backward, I never even knew who she was. I found 
her in an apartment building six blocks from my house in Duluth. 
I make two copies of every discovery. I send one to my mom and dad in 
northern Minnesota and another to my brother in Ohio. 
Each discovery is like a piece of a jigsaw puzzle. Each piece makes the 
picture clearer. It's a picture of my family. Not every part is pretty. But I can't 
stop turning over the pieces. 
Carl Anton Gustafson and Hulda Gustafson-land records and death 
certificates finally yielded their first names-are buried side-by-side in a little 
cemetery next to Oulu's Swedish Baptist Church, where they were founding 
members. 
Dad and I couldn't find them that day because the graves are unmarked. But 
a farm widow, Helen Kallinen, knelt with me in a sunbeam on her living-room 
floor and showed me their names and plot numbers in the brittle old cemetery 
book. 
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"The children should have given them a marker, " said Dad, disgustedly, 
when I told him. But he thanked me for finding out. "Keep going, " he said. 
"You're doing good." 
Crossing the ocean 
Most Americans can learn only so much family history from America. The 
trail stops at an ocean; on the other side is the old country. 
In Minneapolis I walked out of the American Swedish Institute with $150 
worth of books on immigration, history, geography and genealogy. 
· I learned that one out of five Swedes-about 1.2 million in all-left their 
country for America between 1840 and 1930, part of the 35-million-person wave 
that marked the greatest migration in human history. 
Industrialization and a population boom were eating up jobs and land in 
Europe. Swedish society had classes, with unequal restrictions on such things as 
land ownership and voting. And you asked for trouble if you tried to form any 
church other than Lutheran, the state religion and keeper of records. America's 
freedoms and bounty stood in stark contrast. 
But the exodus tore families apart. Some kept in touch and even crossed the 
ocean again to visit. Most couldn't afford it. Some stopped writing, as if the old 
country had sunk into the sea behind them. 
One slim volume told me that a wealth of information can be unearthed in 
Sweden's old parish records, once you know your ancestors' hometowns. 
Finding my family's hometowns was easier said than done. Death 
certificates said only "Sweden." Same with the five-line obituaries I found in 
newspapers from the period. Ditto the U.S. Census records I examined on 
microfilm at the National Archives branch in Chicago, where I stopped while 
working on a story. 
Victor's and Jennie's marriage license application, still on file after 100 
years in the Douglas County (Wis.) courthouse, didn't have hometowns, either. 
But it had names of parents, penned in what appeared to be Victor's hand. Victor 
identified his as Gustaf and Anna Ek, formerly Anna Holmstrom. 
Seeing those names, I felt that little click again, a warm little surge of 
excitement and relief. It happens every time I uncover another generation, every 
time I rescue more names and birthdates from smothered silence. 
I went to Bell Brothers, the Duluth funeral home that buried several of my 
ancestors. Amazingly, they retained files showing everything from what time the 
hearse was called out to which songs were sung at the funerals. 
Carl Anton Gustafson's file listed his hometown: Godegard, a farm 
community in the region of bstergotland. 
Bell Brothers also had Victor's information: His birthplace line just said 
"Sweden." My namesake wasn't sharing his past easily. 
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The link was in a drawer 
A few months later I was visiting a 95-year-old relative, who shall remain 
nameless because she doesn't like people to know her age. She had some old 
pictures in a drawer. And beneath them was the mother lode: important papers 
of Victor's, including original citizenship papers listing him as Victor Oak. And 
lo and behold, there was a single handwritten sheet that listed the birthplaces of 
Victor, Jennie and their four kids. It said Victor came from a town called Sala. 
Here's the part of my story that is almost magic. 
I went home that night and got on the Internet. I typed "Sala Sweden" into a 
search engine. It was the password that opened the secret door. Within seconds I 
was looking at the Web site for my great-grandfather's hometown. 
It was all in Swedish, but it had an inviting picture of a little building, a 
stream and a bridge. And at the bottom of the page was an "e-post" icon. I 
clicked on it and wrote: 
"Dear Sir or Madame: Please forgive that I write only English. I am an 
American named Larry Oakes. My great-grandfather was Victor Ek, who 
was born in Sala on May 8, 1868, or 1869. His father was Gustaf Ek . . . .  " 
Victor Ek left Sweden in the 1880s, and went to America, where he 
changed his name to Oak, and, later, Oakes. I know nothing of my family 
who remained in Sweden, but I am eager to learn of them and meet my 
relatives." 
I asked that my e-mail be forwarded to anyone who might be able to help, 
and gave my address. I paused. I had no evidence that Victor ever wrote home. 
It might have been 110 years since an Ek in the New World communicated with 
an Ek in the old. 
I hit the send icon. I half-expected thunder. Instead, my screen silently said, 
"Your mail has been sent." 
A full-court shot 
Let's face it. Those wishes we make on stars seldom bring the results we 
dream of. I knew my attempt to find relatives at the end of a trail that had grown 
cold for 110 years was nothing more than a prayer, a full-court shot at the 
buzzer. But I saw a kid sink one of those shots during a big game back in high 
school. Hopes and basketballs can't help but soar. And once in a blue moon, 
your craziest wish is God's command. 
A large envelope was waiting in my mailbox three weeks later, a drizzly 
day in March. I saw the strange stamps and "U.S.A." on the front and did one of 
those little catch breaths. Then I saw the name on the return address: Ihrene Ek. 
I sat down and just looked at it for a while. A tear or two rimmed my eyes 
as I carefully tore open the flap and began to read: 
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Victor Oakes shortly after arriving in the United States in 1888 . 
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Certificate of Citizenship issued to Victor Oak that was recently 
found in a drawer of documents in a relative 's home. 
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"Dear Relative," it said in English. "I was born in Sala 1957 . . I  work as 
an X-ray nurse in Avesta hospital 35  km from Sala. I live in a little village 
between those cities. I have two children. 
"My greatest interest is family genealogy, so you can imagine my 
surprise when a woman from Sala called me and told me about your letter. I 
have some information about your [our] relatives . . . .  " 
The letter went on for six pages, both sides. Victor's silence was shattering 
all over my kitchen floor. Here's what she told me: The Eks in Sala go back at 
least to 1799, the year Victor's grandfather, Anders Ek, was born. Anders was 
Ihrene's great-great-great-grandfather, and mine. He had children with two 
women, forming two branches of Eks in Sala. I came from one branch, Ihrene 
from the other. 
Victor's dad and grandfather, like most men in Sala from the 1500s through 
the 1800s, worked underground in the town's silver mine, now a major tourist 
attraction in the town of 12,000. 
Not fishermen, I thought. Not farmers. Silver miners. 
Turns out Victor changed not only his last name but his first; he was born 
Gustaf Victor Ek, one of five children. His older brother- it must be the one 
who was shot-was Carl Johan Ek. Ihrene said she'd seen records that showed 
he moved to North America in 1887, one year before Victor. 
·d 
. 7 J. 
Gustaf Victor Ek was born 8 May 1868, the son of Gustaf Ek and Ulrika Charlotta Holmstrom. 
Birth and Christening Record (Fodelse- och Doplangd), Sala Stads Parish (Vtist. ) 1868, No. 40. 
Utflyttnings-Langd 
Gustaf Victor Ek's moving out record (Utflyttningslangd), Sala Stads Parish ( Vast.), 1888, No. 82. 
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Victor was brought up in a cottage in Sjobo, a lakeside village on the 
outskirts of Sala. Ihrene said that after getting my e-mail she visited the cottage, 
which is still there and still being used. 
"I will stop here but you will hear from me again. I have often been thinking 
of this 'Oak-branch over there,' how their lives became and so on. So when I 
heard of your letter, it was like a wish that came true. I send you many greetings 
and I really look forward to an answer. " 
Boy, did she get one. 
I sent her a long letter with a detailed history of the American "Oak branch" 
as best I knew it. I enclosed copies of Victor's important papers. I included 
pictures of our families- Victor's, his kids', my dad's, mine. I asked her all kinds 
of questions. I thanked her. 
A sudden river of letters 
Ihrene sent me pictures of her husband and children, her ancestors and a 
special treasure: a picture of the cottage where Victor was born, with his brother 
Klas and a housekeeper in front. 
Victor Ek was born in this cottage in Sjiibo, Sweden, in 1868. Standing infront 
are Victor's brother, Klas Ek, and the housekeeper, Stina Charlotta Norstrom. 
In June, Ihrene sent a card with little blue flowers pressed inside. "In 
Springtime the ground is covered with these,'' she wrote. 
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I've also been getting genealogy reports from Maj-Britt Johansson, a retired 
nurse who frequents Sala City Hall and was the one who passed my e-mail to 
Ihrene, whom she knew. 
Between those two and a professional genealogist from Uppsala whom I 
hired via e-mail, I now have history on the Sala ancestors dating back to 1717, 
complete with copies of death certificates, wills, fascinating inventories of 
meager estates ("one cow, two water buckets, one kettle . . .  ") and entries about 
the Eks from the invaluable annual household examination reports kept for 
centuries by every parish in Sweden. 
Meanwhile, I e-mailed the regional archive in bstergotland, which for a fee 
chronicled and sent the history of the Godegard branch of the family back to 
1794, although I have yet to find any of their Swedish descendants. 
I've started following other family branches, including my mom's and my 
wife's, with roots in Norway and Finland. 
And I still have some loose ends to tie off. My dad, my brother and I plan to 
buy a stone to finally mark the graves of Carl and Hulda Gustafson. Besides the 
usual names and dates, I'd like it to say, "Swedish Immigrants; Oulu Pioneers." 
I'd like to think that my family won't lose track of them again. 
The resting place of Victor's fallen brother, Carl Johan Ek, still eludes me. I 
haven't found his death certificate, either. But I haven't given up. Old 
newspapers might have the tragic story. 
Ihrene and Maj-Britt have traced Victor's sister, Hilda Augusta, and her 
husband to the town of Norrkoping in 1945. They had two daughters, who 
would probably be dead by now. If those daughters had children, I have no 
doubt that Ihrene and Maj-Britt will find them. Maybe they have letters Victor 
sent from America. Maybe we will finally hear in Victor's words the answers to 
some of our questions. 
My wife, a bemused witness to my obsession this past year, said: "I guess 
there's no need for us to discuss where we're going on our next trip. " With help 
from a Berlitz tape, we have already learned to say, "I would like a glass of red 
wine, please."  
"We have to go," said my brother. 
"It's inevitable," said Dad. 
It's remarkable, us. talking this way. Never in the 20 years since we kids 
grew up has anyone in our family suggested that we take a vacation together, let 
alone to Europe. 
But I believe we'll do it, and soon. The pull of the old country is strong on 
us now, and we have a lot of catching up to do. 
I'd like to schedule our flight for nighttime, during a full moon. That way 
we can watch it sparkle on the ocean that carried our family to the New World 
so long ago. 
Suspended between the lift of wings and the pull of ancient earth, we'll sail 
on moonbeams to our ancestral home. 
Ahnentaf el XL VI. 
John Erich Gustav Ohlsson 
John Allan Ohlsson and Wayne Gustav Ohlsson 
* 
1. Ohlsson, John Erich Gustav, b. Stordalen (near Abisko), Jukkasjarvi Parish 
(Nbn.) 28 March 1909; carpenter; m. Iron River, Iron County, Michigan 28 
November 1934 Hildur Elin Soderquist, b. Bates Township, Iron County, 
Michigan 25 December 1913, dau. Johan Emil Soderqvist (John Emil 
Soderquist) (1877-1953) and Ester Elisabeth Andersdotter (1885-1974). 
I. 
2. Ohlsson, Berndt Anton, b. Ann, Are Parish (Jamt.) 22 August 1878 ; 
railroad supervisor (banmiistare); d. Umea (Vbn.) 21 December 1952; m. 
3. Carlsson, Julia Kristina, b. Trollsasen, Nliskott Parish (Jamt.) 2 February 
1879; d. Umea (Vbn.) 21 March 1969. 
IL 
4. Eliasson, Nils Olof (alias Ole Eliassen Rersdal [in Norwegian records] and 
Ole Eliassen Merakernaes [in Swedish records]), b. Meraker, 0vre Stj0rdal 
Parish (Nord-Tr0ndelag Fylke), Norway 14 April 1849; d. Duved, Are Parish 
3 April 1927; m. Are Parish 3 June 1872 
5. Sandnes, Karin Nilsdatter, b. Sul, Verdal (Nord-Tr¢ndelag Fylke), Norway 
24 March 184 7; d. Jlimtland 1921. 
6. Carlsson, Jonas, b. Radon Parish (Jamt.) 12 November 18 59; railroad 
supervisor (banmiistare); d. Alvsby Parish (Nbn.) 1951; m. 
7. Jonsdotter, Cristina, b. Aspas Parish (Jlimt.) 16 September 1856; d. Alvsby 
Parish 1941. 
III. 
8. Lilleelven, Elias Olssen, b. Stj0rdal (Nord-Tr0ndelag Fylke), Norway 8 
November 1823; m. 
9. Gilland, Margrete Pedersdatter, b. Norway 14 April 1824. 
10. Brandmo, Nils Rasmussen, b. Lillemoen, Norway 1810; m. 
11. Samuelsdatter, Beret, b. 1819; d. 1876. 
12. Orbom, Karl Gustafsson, b. Faxlilven, Nliskott Parish 14 February 1826; 
d. 1863 ; m. 18 November 1853 
' John Allan Ohlsson and Wayne Gustav Ohlsson, sons of John Erich Gustav Ohlsson, reside at 300 
Camelot Way, Rochester, MI 48306 and 3 Poker Hill Road, Underhill, VT 05489, respectively. 
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13. Gudfastsdotter, Juliana, b. Faxalven, Naskott Parish 19 April 1830. 
14. Tand, Jonas Henriksson, b. Berg Parish (Jamt.) 1819; d. Aspas Parish 28 
February 1858; m. 
15. Jonsdotter, Brita, b. 15 May 1822; d. 21 August 1901. 
IV. 
16. Lilleelven, Ole Johnsen, b. Stj0rdal, Norway 1777;  d. Norway 16 April 
1860; m. 28 June 1829 
17. Treveldal, Beret Hansdatter, b. Norway 1800; d. Norway 4 September 
1887. 
22. Mikelsen, Samuel; m. 
23. Jensdatter, Ellen, b. 1796; d. 1868. 
24. Orbom, Gustaf Herman, b. Sosjo, Bracke Parish (famt.) 18 November 
1793; d. 1846; m. 1818 
25. Nilsdotter, Kerstin, b. 1795. 
26. Gudfastsson, Gudfast, b. Faxalven, Naskott Parish 11 June 1797; free 
farmer (bonde); m. 6 June 1848 
27. Kjelsdotter, Brita, b. 12 June 1807. 
28. Lofvenberg, Henrik, b. Ratan Parish (Jamt.) 1789; d. 1856; m. 
29. Jonsdotter, Marta, b. Sveg Parish (Jamt.) 1793. 
30. Pehrsson, Jon, b. 1789; m. 
3 1. Pehrsdotter, Kerstin, b. Smedsasen, Naskott Parish 1789. 
v. 
32. Olssen, John, b. R0ros (S0r-Tr0ndelag Fylke), Norway 1754; m. 
33 .  Henriksdatter, Abelone, b. Norway 1756. ; d. 10 February 1845. 
44. Eriksen, Mikel, b. Sul, Verdal, Norway ca. 1753 ; d. 1800; m. 
45. Ridderberg, Brita, b. Sul, Verdal, Norway 1753. 
48. Orbom, Carl Magnus, b. Landsom, As Parish (Jamt.) 13 September 1766; 
noncommissioned officer (furir); d. 1843; m. 
49. Hemmingsdotter, Katarina, b. As Parish 22 September 1769. 
56. Li:ifberg, Henrik; m. 
57. Jonsdotter, Anna. 
62. Astemsson, Pehr Kallberg, b. Kalen, Radon Parish; m. 
63. Ersdotter, Ingeborg, b. 1762. 
VI. 
90. Ridder berg, Samuel, b. Skinnskatteberg (Vast.) 1734; d. Sul, Verda!, 
Norway 1804; m. 
91. Essing, Brita, b. 1731; d. 1753. 
96. Orbom, Captain Gustaf, b. Captain Ekenstierna' s estate, famtland 173 3 ;  
sergeant major (fdltvdbel), famtland' s regiment; d. Lillviken, Brunflo Parish 
(famt.) 1807; m. 1762 
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97. Winn berg, Sophia Lo visa, b. Blasieholmen, Stockholm 31 May 17 44; d. 
Lillviken, Brunflo Parish 1807. 
124. Svensson, Esten, b. 1734; m. 
125. Plirsdotter, Brita. 
THE SWEDISH EMPIRE IN 1660 
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VII. 
182. Essing, Mans, b. Are Parish ca. 1684; d. 1772; m. 
183. Nilsdotter, Agnes, b. Are Parish 1690; d. 1767. 
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192. Orbom, Anders, b. brebro 9 May 1675; cavalry captain (ryttmastare) and 
chief of the cavalry squadron ( skvadronchef) of Jamtlands dragoner; was 
the first to use the surname Orbom, which is taken (in part) from the city 
of brebro; took part in the campaigns of Seeland (1700), the crossing of 
the Dvina (Duma) River (1701), and the battles of Klissov (1702), Holof­
zin (Holowczyn) (1708) and Poltava (1709); was taken prisoner by the 
Russians at the Dnepr River 1 July 1709 and transferred to Siberia; 
returned home 1722; lived at Brunflo and Radon Parishes in Jamtland; d. 
Radon Parish (Jamt.) 25 May 1744; m. Solikamsk, Siberia 5 September 
1719 
193. von Rohr, Anna Elisabeth, b. Kexholm(?), Karelia 22 January 1700/01; 
d. Jamtland 8 September 17 67. 
194. Winnberg, Eric Johansson, b. Rissviken (Riswiken), Solna Parish, 
(Stock.) 30 November 1696; d. Brunflo Parish 14 April 1778; m. 5 
February 1736 
195. Tranberg, Anna, d. Stockholm 26 January 1747. 
VIII. 
3 84. Brask, was living in the 1670s; merchant and councilman/city judge 
(handlande och radman) in brebro. 
386. von Rohr, Joakim, b. Svida, Ingermanland 23 January 1677/78; lieutenant 
colonel; d. Dalaro redoubt/fortlet (skans) near Stockholm 19 September 
1757; m. 4 February 1699/00 
3 87. Klingenberg, Catharina Charlotta, b. Ingermanland 15 August 1680; d. 
Dalaro 15 February 1758. 
388. Winnberg, Johann Ersson, b. Rissviken (Riswiken), Solna Parish, 
(Stock.) 24 March 1623/24; forester at Djurgarden (djurgardsvaktare); d. 
Rissviken 28 August 1727; m. 
389. Alander, Sara Goransdotter, b. Njurunda and Sundsvall area in Vaster­
norrland ca. 1667; d. prior to December 1722. 
390. Tranberg, Peter, (kronobefallningsman). 
IX. 
772. von Rohr, Hans Christoffer, b. Svida, Ingermanland 2 March 1626/27; 
captain; d. in the battle at Narva, Ingermanland 20 November 1700; m. 
773. Cronman, Anna Catharina, b. Narva, Ingermanland ca. 1658; d. (in 
childbirth) Svida, Ingermanland 3 December 1685. 
774. Klingenberg, Johan, b. Kexholm, Karelia ca. 1630;  captain of M. 
Vellingk's regiment in Ingermanland, 1680; d. ca. 1684; m. 
· 775_ Vellingk, Catharina Elisabet, b. ca. 1645. 
776. Bysseskytt, Eric Jonsson, b. Sankt Nicolai Parish, Stockholm 159 4; 
captain in the Technical Corp (falttygmastare), Tre Kronor Castle, 
Stockholm; captain and commander of artillery, Riga Castle; captain of 
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artillery, Regiment of Col. Ake Oxenstierna; probably killed during the 
Thirty Years War in the Baltic or Germany; rn. 
777. Andersdotter, Margareta. 
778. Alander, Georg Goransson; rn. 
779. /Edenia, Anna Jonsdotter. 
X. 
1544. von Rohr, Georg, b. Ingerrnanland 8 May 1550; captain; hereditary liege 
lord of Freienstein, Meyenburg, Neuhausen, Drernnitz and Leddin; d. 
Svida, Ingerrnanland 30 November 1632; rn. 1621 
1545. von Fleeten, Margareta, b. Narva, Ingerrnanland 9 March 1599/00; d. 
Narva 15 December 1655. 
1546. Cronman, J oakim,  colonel and commandant (kommendant) of 
Neurnuende redoubt/fortlet (skans), Livonia; d. 5 March 1702/03 ;  rn. 
Goteborg 9 August 1657 
1547. Makeleer, Lunetta, d. 1693. 
1548. Klingenberg, Major Jons Eriksson, b. bstergotland ca. 1595; castle 
commander at Kexholrn, Karelia; d. 1 649; rn. 
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1549. von Treiden, Dorotea. , 1 
1550. Vellingk, Gotthard, b. ca. 1619; governor, lord to Gewa; rn. 
1551. von Treiden, Kristina, b. ca. 1623. 
1558. /Edenius, Johannes Svenonis, b. Edsaker, Ljustorp Parish (Gavl.) ca. 
1607; rector (kyrkoherde) in Njurunda Parish (Vn.) ;  d. 8 November 1559; 
Ill. 
1559. Gammal, Anna Mansdotter, d. 10 December 1686. 
XI. 
3088. von Rohr, Hans, b. 1 January 1484/85; councilor to the Electorate of 
Brandenburg, hereditary liege lord of Freienstein, Meyenburg, Neu­
hausen, Dremnitz, and Leddin; d. 7 September 1569; rn. 7 August 1545 
3089. von Arnim, Lovisa Eleonora, b. 7 December 1494; d. 3 February 
1564/65. 
3090. von Fleeten, Colonel Hans, b. Narva, Ingerrnanland ca. 1586. 
3092. Cronman, Hans Detterman, b. ca. 1600; raised to peerage (Sweden) in 
1640, defense commissary in Livonia; rn. 
3093. Kordes, Ursula, b. Narva, Ingermanland ca. 1604; d. 1675. 
3094. Maclean, John (alias Hans Makeleir/Mac[k]lier), b. Dowart/Duart (a 
castle on the east side of the Island of Mull), Scotland; aided in the 
building of Goteborg; enobled by Queen Christina in 1649 under the 
name of Makeleer; d. Goteborg 1666; rn. Goteborg 1629 
3095. Gubbertz, Anna, b. Stockholm; d. Goteborg 1653. 
3100. Vellingk, Gotthard; mayor of Riga, Livonia; living in 1610; rn. 
3101. von Kanne, Catharina. 
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XII. 
6178. von Arnim, Joakim. 
6186. Kordes, Joakim, b. Narva, Ingermanland ca. 1572; m. 
6187. Gantschau, Ursula, b. Narva, Ingermanland ca. 1576. 
6188. Maclean, Hector Og, b. Dowart, Scotland; d. Scotland 1623 ; m. 
6189. Acheson, Isabelle. 
6190. Gubbertz, Hans; burgher in Stockholm; m. 
6191. von Quickelberg, Maicken. 
6200. Vellingk, Gotthard, mayor of Riga, Livonia; d. 1586; m. 
6201. Rigeman, Vendela. 
6202. von Kanne, Otto; m. 
6203. von Vegesack, Elisabeth. 
XIII. 
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12376. Maclean, Sir Lachlan Mor, b. Dowart, Scotland; distinguished 
chieftain who fought at the battle of Glenlivet 1594; d. at the battle of 
Traigh-Ghruinneirt in Isla 5 August 1598; m. 
12377. Cunningham, Lady Margaret, dau. of 6'h Earl of Glencairn; b. Scot-
land; d. Scotland. 
12378. Acheson, Sir Archibald, of Gosford. 
12400. Vellingk, Filip, royal councilor in Kurland; m. 
12401. von Tepel, Margareta. 
XIV. 
24752. Maclean, Hector Og; d. 1573; m. 1557 
24753. Campbell, Lady Janet, dau. of 4t11 Earl of Argyll. 
24754. Cunningham, William; m. 
24755. Gordon, Janet. 
24756. Acheson, Captain Patrick, of Edinburgh. 
Sources 
Letter from Randi Podsada Leer, Statsarkivet i Trondheim to Gustav Ohlsson 2 April 1998. 
Letter from Stephan Haggstrom, Landsarkivet i bstersund to Gustav Ohlsson. 
Norwegian bygdeb!ilk (rural chronicle) for Stjiilrdal, Vol. VI, part II, 301-302. 
George F. Black, The Surnames of Scotland (New York, 1 971), 536. 
Sir John Bernard Burke, Burkes ' Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage, Baronetage 
and Knightage. 105th ed. (London: Burke's Peerage Limited, 1970), 1712-13. 
Leonard Bygden, Hti.rnosands stifts herdaminne I-IV (Uppsala and Stockholm, 1923-26). 
Sir Robert Douglas, The Peerage of Scotland, 2"d ed. Rev. and Car. with a continuation to the 
present period by John Philip Wood (Edinburgh: G. Ramsay, 1813). 
Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den introducerade Svenska adelns ti.ttartavlor I-IX (Stockholm, 1925-36). 
Adam Lewenhaupt, Karl XIl:s officerare (Stockholm, 1920), 796. 
Inger Jonsson Qvarnstrom, Essing och Randklef slti.kten. (famtland: Bracke Tryckeri, I 996). 
Erik Johansson Winnberg, Slti.kten Winnbergs Kronika (n.p., n.d.) 
Inheritance Cases in the Archives of 
the Swedish Foreign Ministry of Swedes 
Who Died in America. Addendum 
Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall 
The following names were inadvertently omitted from the original list: 
Johnson, Lars, see Jonsson, Lars. 
Kiillerson, Gustaf, see Chilton, Gustaf. 
The following represents corrected information from page 172: 
Strand, Johannes (alias Ahlstrand, Johan Magnus). B. in Dusagarden, Bor­
landa, Soraby Parish (Kron.) 4 Sept. 1833 ;  d. in Campello (now Brockton), MA 
in 1873. - W #92. 
The following abbreviations were used throughout the four-part series: 
Dossiers 
Diverse or Miscellaneous (D) ;  New York (NY);  San Francisco (SF) ;  
Washington, D.C. (W). 
Swedish Counties (lan) 
Blek. Bleking Kopp. Kopparberg Upps. Uppsala 
Got!. Gotland Krist. Kristianstad Vbn. Viisterbotten 
Giivl. Gavleborg Kron. Kronoberg Vn. Vasternonfand 
Got. Goteborg/Bohus Malm. Malmohus Va.rm. Viirmland 
Hall. Halland Norr. Norrbotten Vast. Vastmanland 
Jamt. Jamtland Skar. Skaraborg Alvs. Alvsborg 
Jon. Jonkoping Stock. Stockholm Ore. 6rebro 
Kalm. Kalmar Sod. Sodermanland bg. 6stergotland 
Bibliography 
SAA = Gustaf Elgenstierna. Den introducerade svenska adelns attartavlor, I-
IX (Stockholm, 1923-1936) 
SKL = Svenskt konstnarslexikon, I-V (Malmo, 1952-1967) 
SMK = Svenska man och kvinnor, I-VIII (Stockholm, 1942-1955) 
SPAUS = Nils William Olsson and Erik Wiken. Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
the United States 1820-1850 (Stockholm, 1995) 
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Swedish Emigrant Institute's 
Research Scholarship 1999 
Ulf Beijbom * 
The Swedish Emigrant Institute (SEI) is hereby inviting scholars and 
students in migration research to spend one to six months during 1999 at The 
House of Emigrants in Vlixjo, Sweden's national archives, library and museum 
on emigration and keeper of Europe's most comprehensive collections on 
emigration from one single country. The SEI maintains close cooperation with 
the University of Vlixjo. 
The scholarship is intended to finance individuals whose migration research 
completely or partly deals with Sweden, Swedish conditions, or the influence of 
Swedish immigrants in other countries, overseas as well as European. 
Applicants should be enrolled with a university or college or other institution of 
academic character. The scholarship can be awarded to non-academic 
researchers if their research, in the opinion of the Board of Swedish Emigrant 
Institute, is considered especially important and innovative. 
The scholarship does not include transportation to and from Vlixjo, Sweden, 
but it does cover full accommodations in Vlixjo and necessary travel expenses 
within Sweden during the stipend period. The scholarship is SEK 10,000 per 
month or, currently, the equivalent of U.S. $1,280 per month. 
In addition to a detailed description of the research project, applications 
should contain the applicant's name, age, address and curriculum vitae. Letters 
of support are welcome. Applications should be sent to: 
The Swedish Emigrant Institute 
Box 201 
S-351 04 Vaxjo 
SWEDEN 
Telephone: 46-470-210 20 Fax: 46-470-394 16 
The closing date for applications is February 15, 1999. 
• Dr. Ulf Beijbom is the Managing Director of the Swedish Emigrant Institute (Svenska 
Emigrantinstitutet). 
Genealogical Queries 
Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist 
will be listed here free of charge on a "space available" basis. The editor 
reserves the right to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The 
inquirer is responsible for the contents of the query. 
Bergstrom 
I am looking for information regarding Carl Gunnar Bergstrom, who was b. 
in Borlange (Kopp.) 13 February 1894, the son of Carl August Bergstrom and 
Gustava Wikstrom. Gunnar emigrated in the 1920s and settled first in 
Minneapolis, where he lived for a short time with the families of two of his 
sisters-his twin sister, Anna Bergstrom Swanson, and his older sister, Hannah 
Bergstrom Dahlstrom. He left Minneapolis but never again contacted his family, 
either in Minnesota or Sweden. One second-hand report indicated that he may 
have moved to Florida in the 1940s or 1950s to work as a greenskeeper at golf 
courses. Does anyone have any information about what happened to Gunnar? 
Kevin Proescholdt 
2833 43rct A venue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55406 
Blomqvist, Bloom 
1156 
I am writing to ask for assistance in locating information on my father and 
his family. His name was Erik Blomqvist and he was b. in Vanersborg Parish 
(Skar.) 6 May 1876. He came to the U.S. when he was seventeen years old. 
Upon arrival in New York, immigration officers changed his first and last 
names; he became Edward Bloom. 
He married, had eight children, and died on 17 March 1957. I am the 
youngest of his children and the only one surviving. His grandchildren and 
great-grandchildren wish to learn more of his family in Sweden. We are in the 
process of assembling a family tree and want to give it Swedish roots. We would 
appreciate information on his parents' names, their dates of birth and death, and 
names of brothers or sisters or any other data that are available. 
Richard W. Bloom 
2605 Cleveland Blvd. 
Lorain, OH 44052 1157 
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Carlson, Johannson (Janson), Ekke 
I am searching for any information about the family of Frank Elof Carlson 
and his wife, Johanna Erica Johannson (Janson), who emigrated from Sweden 
and arrived in Chicago 2 July 1881. Frank and Johanna were b. 8 March 1853  
and 19  March 1855, respectively. On Frank' s death certificate, his father' s  name 
is listed as Carl Ekke. I do not know their places of birth, although we do have 
mention of the cities of Malmo and Dexia [Vaxjo?]. 
They eventually settled in Lincoln County, Wisconsin and, in 1905, moved 
to Augusta, Eau Claire County, Wisconsin. I would like information on their 
birthplaces, their families (ancestors, siblings, and/or descendants) in Sweden, 
and their ports of embarkation and debarkation. Any help would be appreciated. 
Barbara Meeker 
3 821 Boardwalk Street 
Eau Claire, WI 54701-8416 1158 
Andersson, Zakrisdotter, Jonasson, Nilsson, Nilsdotter, Gabrielsdotter, 
Johansdotter, Svensson, Isaksson, Carlsdotter 
I am seeking information on my relatives who emigr. from the parishes of 
Vetlanda, Mellby and Eksjo in Jonkoping Zan in the late 1800s. 
1. Carl Johan Andersson was b. 7 March 1839. He m. Sofia Zakrisdotter, b. 
17 February 1840. Their children were Carl Oscar, b. 1 December 1868, and 
Hilma Sofia, b. 1 December 1864. The family immigr. to Ottumwa, IA in 1876. 
2. August Jonasson was b. 12 December 1857. He immigr. to Iowa in 1880. 
3 .  Johanna Nilsdotter Andersson/Nilsson was b. 20 September 1829. Her 
children were Carl Emil Frithiof Nilsson, b. 27 February 1860, and Gustaf 
Reinhold Nilsson, b. 21 June 1865. Johanna and Gustaf immigr. to Chicago in 
1871. Carl Emil Frithiof arrived in the U.S. in 1880. 
4. Maja Lisa Nilsdotter, b. 3 June 1823, immigr. to Ottumwa, IA in 1871. 
5. Lovisa Nilsdotter, b. 16 May 183 4, immigr. to Minnesota in 1868. 
6. Eva Catharina Gabrielsdotter was b. 9 January 1822. She and her dau., 
Anna Lovisa Johansdotter, b. 4 March 1855, immigr. to Albia, IA in 1876. 
7. Christina Sofia Johansdotter, a sister of Anna Lovisa (see No. 6), was b. 
10 September 1851. She emigr. in 1874. 
8. Carl Anders Svensson/lsaksson/Andersson, b. 23 September 1859, emigr. 
in 1888. 
9. Selma Catharina Carlsdotter, b. 10 July 1867, emigr. in 1891. 
R. D. Nelson 
5408 South Brandon 
Seattle, WA 98118-2525 1159 
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Petersson, Magnidotter 
Where in the U.S. did the family of Jonas Petersson (2nd husband) and Sara 
Christina Magnidotter settle? The family left Viickelsang Parish (Kron.) 18 May 
1877, except daughter Caroline Christina (b. in Skatelov Parish, Kron., in 1857), 
who preceded them on 4 May 1874. Jonas was b. in Moheda Parish (Kron.) in 
1819. Sara Christina was b. in Vederslov Parish (Kron.) in 1829, the dau. of 
Magnus Persson and his first wife Cathrina Andersdotter. Jonas's children who 
emigrated with the family included Lena Stina, b. in Skatelov Parish in 1853 ; 
Peter Johan (possibly a nephew), b. in Skatelov Parish in 1859; Ida Sophia, b. in 
Viickelsang Parish in 1866; Amanda Augusta, b. in Viickelsang Parish in 1871; 
and Blena Emilia, b. in Vackelsang Parish in 1874. 
Any information concerning the location of this family in the U.S. or other 
data will be greatly appreciated. 
Joyce M. Scott 
8 Applewood Lane 
London, ON, Canada 
N6J 3P8 
Samuelson, Andersdotter 
1160 
The following three individuals were siblings of my grandmother, Amanda 
Kristina, and children of Anders Samuelsson and Kristina Brita Pehrsdotter. 
1. Alfred 0tto Julius Samuelson was b. in Kareby Parish (Got.) 11 
December 1859. He emigr. from Surte Nodinge 20 April 1883. Violetta 
Caldwell, Otto Samuelson Jr., and Leona Kleeman are probably related to Otto. 
2. Gustava Samuelson (Andersdotter) was b. in Kareby Parish 7 June 1868. 
She emigr. from Surte Nodinge 30 November 1883 , accompanied by Sofia 
Andersson (age 38) and Sofia's three children-Oscar, age 11; Gottfrid, age 6; 
and Gustav, age 4. Their destination was Streator, IL. Virginia C. Steele, 
Dorothy M. Bolard and Phyllis J. Peterson are probably related to Gustava. 
3. Gustav Samuelson was b. in Kareby Parish 2 February 1864. He left from 
Surte Nodinge for New York on 1 1  July 1887. Violet Arendal, Linnea C. Hill, 
and Carl Samuelson are probably related to Gustav. 
I am very interested in contacting living relatives in the U.S. Can anyone 
help me? 
Vivan Almqvist 
Gulmareviigen 6F2 
260 83 Vejbystrand 
SWEDEN 1161 
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Swenson Center News 
SV AR Microfiche 
SV AR (Svensk Arkivinformation or Swedish Archive Information) was 
established in 1977 as a cooperative, Swedish-government project to make 
archival materials accessible to researchers and educational institutions, to assist 
libraries and archives in their service functions, and to preserve vital archival 
materials and historical records. Since 1984, SV AR has been a special section of 
the Swedish National Archives. In 1990, an agreement was reached between 
SV AR and the Swenson Swedish Immigration Research Center, where the 
Swenson Center handles all North American sales and, thereby, makes these 
records easily available. 
Through the efforts of SV AR and the Swenson Center, the Swedish parish 
records are now available and affordable on microfiche for purchase by 
individual family history researchers. This is an excellent way to have a 
permanent copy of individual records, from which you can make unlimited 
copies, even if you have the information. 
Some of the records available include the following: 
•Swedish parish registers, including records of births, baptisms, marriages, 
.-jeaths and funerals, and household examination rolls (husforhorslangder ), 
containing records of all parish members from the l 7'h century up to 
approximately 1895. 
•Excerpts from Swedish parish records (births, marriages, deaths) for the 
years 1860-1920; indexes to emigrant data (1861-1940) for Swedish 
counties (Zan); and the national census records for the years 1860, 1870, 
1880, 1890, 1900, 1910 and 1920. All this material is based on the originals 
at the Central Bureau of Statistics (Statistiska Centralbyran or SCB) in 
Stockholm, Sweden. 
•Emigrant passenger lists, that is, indexes listing names, places of residence, 
and dates of embarkation from Goteborg and Malmo, the main ports of 
departure for approximately 1.3 million Swedish emigrants. 
Catalogs for the different Swedish counties (Zan) are available for purchase 
or, if you are only interested in one or two particular parishes, please contact us 
at the address below and we will gladly send you a photocopy of the available 
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fiche for those few parishes. Please include your postal address and the names of 
the parishes of interest (include the county or Zan). 
It is also possible to find the fiche order numbers using SV AR' s World 
Wide Web site: <http://www.svar.ra. se/katalog/shoindex.htm>. Click on 
"kyrkoarkiv" for listings of parishes and their records. Contact the Swenson 
Center for an order form. 
Swenson Center 
Augustan College 
639 38th Street 
Rock Island, IL 61201-2296 
phone: 309/794-7204 
fax: 309/794-7443 
web address: <http://www.augustana.edu/administration/swensonl> 
e-mail: <sag@augustana.edu> 
oOo 
Availability of Previous Issues of SAG 
Most of the previous issues of Swedish American Genealogist (SAG) 
published between 1981 and 1998 are still available for purchase and may be 
ordered from the Swenson Center. The cost per issue is $8.00, which includes 
postage and handling. 
The following issues, however, are sold out and unavailable: 1981, Vol. I, 
Nos. 2 and 4; 1982, Vol. II, No. 1; 1984, Vol. IV, No. 3 ;  1985, Vol. V, Nos. 1 
and 2; 1986, Vol. VI, No. 2; 1988, Vol. VIII, No. 3 ;  and 1989, Vol. IX, No. 3 .  
The Swenson Center will also photocopy articles from any previous issue of 
SAG at a cost of $.25 per page, which includes postage and handling. 
Please send requests for previous issues and/or photocopies of specific 
articles to the Swenson Center (see address above). Make checks payable to the 
Swenson Center. 
' 
Index to SAG, Volume XVIII (1998) 
James E. Erickson and Laura J. Erickson 
The Index to SAG, Volume XVIII (1998) is divided into the following parts: 
•Index of Contents, page 231 
•Index of Personal Names, page 233 
•Index of Place Names, page 251 
•Index of Ship Names, page 264 
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New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664. Part 5 (1654) by Peter Stebbins Craig 1 
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Inheritance Cases in the Archives of the Swedish Foreign Ministry 
of Swedes Who Died in America. Part 2 
by Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall 41 
Christina Tomberg's Bible by Eva M. K. Pihl and Rogers B. Finch 54  
Swedish Telephone Book on CD by Ted Rosvall 58 
Emigrantprojektet Swedish Genealogy Web Site 59 
Genealogical Queries 60 
Swenson Center News by Dag Blanck 63 
Gustaf Schroder' s Unknown Son by Ka.a Wennberg and James E. Erickson 65 
Knox County, Illinois, Swedish Immigrants Serving in World War I 
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Inheritance Cases in the Archives of the Swedish Foreign Ministry 
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by Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall 84 
The Nyberg File: A Double Serendipity by Ted Rosvall 104 
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Swenson Center News by Dag Blanck 
New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664. Part 6 (1654, continued) 
by Peter Stebbins Craig 
121 
125 
127 
129 
Edward James Nelander 1855-1915 by Paul G. Hayes 151 
Inheritance Cases in the Archives of the Swedish Foreign Ministry 
of Swedes Who Died in America. Part 4 
by Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall 161 
Chisago Lake Swedes and the Methodist Church by Robert B. Porter 179 
Genealogical Queries 185 
Erik Wiken 1905-1998 by Margaretha Hedblom 191 
Young Ladies' Boarding Schools in Sweden and South Carolina 
by Shelly Dobbs Dooley 193 
Search for the 'Old Country' Enriches Life in the New by Larry Oakes 208 
Ahnentafel XL VI. John Erich Gustav Ohlsson 
by John A. Ohlsson and Wayne G. Ohlsson 
Inheritance Cases in the Archives of the Swedish Foreign Ministry 
of Swedes Who Died in America. Addendum 
218 
by Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall 224 
Swedish Emigrant Insitute' s Research Scholarship 1999 by Ulf Beijbom 225 
Genealogical Queries 226 
Swenson Center News 229 
Index to SAG, Volume XVIII (1998) 
by James E. Erickson and Laura J. Erickson 231 
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Index of Personal Names 
Please note the following conventions: 
• The entries are arranged in alphabetical order under the surname or patronymic followed by 
the baptismal name or names. 
• The Swedish letters A.11, Aa, and 60 are indexed according to the Swedish practice, i.e., as 
distinct letters following the letter z. 
Without surnames: 
Amanda Augusta, 228; Amanda Kristina, 
228; Ann, 16, 17; Anna, 10, 20, 132; 
Annika, 20; Blena Emilia, 228; Brigitta, 13; 
Brita, 10, 22; Carin, 132; Caroline Christina, 
228; Catharina, 5, 19, 20; Catharine, 8; 
Christopher, 23; Claes, 150; Edward, 74; 
Elisabeth, 5, 10, 132; Eskil, 132; Frau 
Angneta, 148; Gertrude, 20; Gottfrid, 228; 
Grietie, 145; Gustav, 228; Gustava, 206; 
Hans, 10; Helena, 10; Ida Sophia, 228; 
Ingeborg, 10, 21; Johan, 10; "Juniber" 
(Ingeborg), 19; Karin 19; Kirstin, 23, 137; 
Lena Stina, 228; Margaret, 10, 13 ;  
Margareta, 131; Maria, 10, 13 ,  20; Oscar, 
228; Peter Johan, 228; Sarah, 8, 10; 
Williamke, 20 
A 
Acheson, Archibald, 223; Isabelle, 223; 
Patrick, 223 
Adamsdotter, Maria, 84 
/Edenia, Anna Jonsdotter, 222 
/Edenius, Johannes Svenonis, 222 
af Funck, Henrietta Charlotta, 45 
Agrelius, Carl Petter, 182, 183 
Ahlstrand, Johan Magnus (see Strand, 
Johannes) 
Alander, Georg Goransson, 222; Sara 
Goransdotter, 221 
Albert, 121 
Aldretz, Evert, 5 
Alfredsson, Hulda, 76 
Allerton, Isaac, 16, 142, 144 
AlmquisUAimqvist, Alpha Dagmar Evan­
gelina, I 14; Anna Phoebe Catherine, 114; 
Dagmar, 29, 30, 114; Johanna Andersdotter, 
104; Lars August, 29, 30, 114; Thilda, 29, 
30; Vivan, 190, 228 
Alrichs, Jacob, 139, 140 
Amundsson, Hans, 148, 149 
Ander[s], Ernest G., 30; Ethel A., 30 
Andersdotter ,  Anna Christina, 45; 
Cathrina, 228; Ester Elisabeth, 218; Hilda 
Johanna, 125; Lena, 66; Maja Stina, 176; 
Margaret, 11; Margareta, 222 
Anders[s]on, A. G., 160, Adele, 72; Agda, 
71; Albert, 114; Alfred, 25, 28, 114; Alga 
Amalia, 114; Amanda, 185; Alma Elisabet, 
114; Anders Paul, 72; Anders the Finn, 5, 
22, 66, 130; Anders Verner, 72; Anna 
Maria, 28; August, 72, 185; Augusta, 162; 
Benkta, 80; Brita (nee Lindmark), 95; Carl 
C., 72; Carl Johan, 227; Carl Oscar, 227; 
Caroline, 72; Dale Eiden, 73; Ebba, 79; Edla 
Mathilda, 29, 114; Elma, 72; Emma, 25, 40; 
Emmy, 185; Eric, 14, 131; Erik, 43; Ethel, 
76; Filip, 114; Filip Albert, 114; Frans J., 
40; Frank S., 72; Gustaf, 28; Helga Lucia, 
114; Hendrick, 134; Herman, 72; Hilda, 94; 
Hilma M., 29; Hilma Sofia, 227; H11kan, 
170; Ivar, 72; Johan Albin, 114; Johan 
Alfred, 28; Johan Fredrik, 62; Johanna, 29, 
114, 166; John, 28, 181; John L., 29, 113; 
Joseph B., 70; Jons, 10, 132; Karl, 114; Karl 
(Chari), 29; Kristina, 25; L. J., 77; Lars the 
Finn, 18; Lawrence (see Collinus, Lars 
Andersson); Lisa, 77; Lovisa 29, 114; Mabel 
Amanda, 114; Margareta (nee Mattsson), 
134; Mathilda, 29, 113 ; Mathilda K., 29; 
M11ns, 9, 19; Nels, 72; Nils, 10, 12, 131; Nils 
Peter, 62; Ola, 80; Olof, 28; Per, 181; Peter, 
7; Petronella, 100; Philip Albert, 29; Ruth 
Lovisa, 113; Samuel, 182; Selma Iona, 73; 
Sofia, 228; Sofia (nee Zakrisdotter), 227; 
Theodor, 114; Toure, 72; Tina, 28 
Andrews [Andersdotter], Brita, 8 
Arendal, Violet, 228 
Arenson, Cornelius (see Joransson, Nils) 
Arlen, Sophie, 102 
Arneson, Karin, 186 
Arons[s]on, Alfred, 25, 28, 40; Anna 
Christina, 28; Hulda, 28; Kristina, 25, 28, 40 
Assarsson, Hans, 49 
Asternsson, Pehr Kallberg, 219 
Axelsson, Carl Algot, 185 
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B 
Backare, Isaac, 14 
Bagge, Olof, 136 
Bartleson, Matthias, 137, 138 
Becker, Jan J uriansen, 10 
Beeckman, William, 5, 139 
Beijbom, Ulf, 225 
Bengtsson, Eric, 21 ;  Israel, 16; Matthias, 3 
Bennett, Gordon, 46 
Bergman, Anna Kajsa, 29; Ingmar, 128; 
Ingrid, 128 
Bergren, Effie, 109 
Bergstrom/Bergstrom, Brita, 126; Carl 
August, 226; Carl Gunnar, 226; Patricia (nee 
Youngdahl), 1 88; Richard, 188; ---, 202 
Bicker, Aeltje, 139 ;  Gerrit, 1 38, 139 ;  
Victor, 139 
Blanck, Dag, 63, 127, 128 
Blixt, August, 73; Helen, 73; Henry Adolph, 
73 
Block, Mary, 133 
Blomberg, Gunnar, 61; Mllrta Gustava (nee 
Andersdotter), 61 
Blomqvist, Beda, 67; Erik (see Bloom, 
Edward) 
Bloom, Anna, 29; Edward, 226; Richard W., 
226 
Bolard, Dorothy M., 228 
Bolles, Bro., 183 
Boostrom, ---, Mrs. Ed, 78 
Borg, Jacob, 186 
Borgman, Abraham, 126; Johanna, 126 
Borgstrom/Borgstrom, John, 60; Mabel 
Violet, 60; Martha Ulrika (nee Htlgberg), 60 
Botvidi, Claes, 1 
Bout, Comelis Mauritsen, 143; Gerrit, 143 
Boyer, Alexander (Sander), 140, 144; Jan, 
140; Joseyn, 140; Peter, 140; Samuel, 140 
Brady, Archibald, 1 12; Burton, 1 1 2; 
Gertrude, 1 12; James B., 1 12; Mary, 1 12 
Brask, ---, 221 
Brown, Darlene, 79; J. Lester, 188; Thomas, 
140, 14 1 ,  147, 148; Violet Marika (nee 
Youngdahl), 1 88 
Broxmansson, ---, 206 
Brunson, Alfred, 180 
Brad, Sven Hiikensson, 12 
Brandmo, Nils Rasmussen, 218 
Bushong, ---, Mrs., 76 
Bysseskytt, Eric Jtlnsson, 221 
Backelin, Clara Sophia, 52 
C 
Caldwell, Violetta, 228 
Calk, Isaac, 17 ;  Jacob, 17 ;  James, 17; Oliver 
(see lsgrll, Olof Matthiasson); Peter, 17 
Campbell, Janet, 223 
Cantwell, Edmund, 142 
Carlquist, Gunnar, 5 1  
Carlsdotter, Christina, 165; Ida Christina, 
98; Selma Catharina, 227 
Carls[s]on, A. F., 7 1 ;  Albin, 73; Alfred, 94; 
Alice (nee Merrill), 73;  Anna, 74; Axel 
Fredrick, 73; Bernice, 73; C. A., 74; Carl A., 
74; Carl E., 74; Carl Johan Anton, 30; Carl 
John, 73; Christina, 172; Edwin, 74; Frank 
Elof, 227; Jonas, 218 ;  Julia Kristina, 218 ;  
Myrtle (nee Taylor), 74 ;  Nellie (nee 
Swanson), 73;  Oscar M. ,  74; Paul, 73; 
Sophia, 73, 74; Ture, 71 
Caupony, Peter Peterson, 1 32 
Cederberg [Soderberg], Alice, 1 14; Anna, 
30, 1 14; Annie, 1 14; August, 30, 1 14; 
Augusta, 1 14; Emma, 1 14; Georg Arthur, 
1 14; Ida Maria, 1 14; Olga, 1 1 4; Oscar, 1 14; 
Sally, 1 14; Victor, 1 14; Victor Gustav, 30 
Chessler, Fred (see Kjessler, Gustaf 
Frithiot) 
Childs, Marquis, 128 
Chilton, Gustaf, 41 , 224 
Christian, 186 
Christian IV, 186 
Christiansson, Johannes (John), 41 
Christie, Charles, 41  
Christina, 222 
Christoffersson/Christopherson, ---, 62 
Ciarcia, Elaine Okenquist, 60 
Claesson, Pehr, 41 
Clarholm, Oscar, 41 
Clements,  Andrew, 2 1 ;  Clement, 21 ; 
Cornelius, 2 1 ;  Henry, 2 1 ;  Jacob, 2 1 ;  John, 
21 ;  Matthias, 2 1 ;  Michael, 21  
Clements[s]on, Anders, 21  
Cleyn, Elmerhuysen, 145 
Cleynsmit, Marten (see Roseman, Marten) 
Cock, Peter Eskilsson, 133 
Coleman (Kolman), Hendrick Andersson, 
129; Lars Andersson, 129 
Colesberry [Kolsberg], Elisabeth (nee 
Hendrickson), 1 34; Sven, 134 
Collinus, Lars Andersson, 4, 145 
Corin, Christian Malcolm (see Christie, 
Charles); Magnus Fredrik, 41 
Cornelis, Geertie, 146 
Corneliusson, Alicia (Elizabeth), 136; 
Margaret, 136; Matthias, 134, 136 
Corvhorn, Hendrick Larsson, 18; Pill 
Larsson, 1 8  
Cosgrove, Ruth (nee Youngdahl), 1 88;  
Thomas, 188 
i 
\ 
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Cox, Benjamin, 130; Elizabeth (nee Rigg), 
130 
Crabbe, Gertruyd, 142; Jacob, 142, 146 
Craig, Peter Stebbins, 1, 129 
Creutz, Gustaf Magnus, 41 
Cronberg, Catharina, 57; Marie Lindstedt, 
121, 122 
Cronman, Anna Catharina, 221; Hans 
Detterman, 222; Joakim, 222 
Cronquist, ---, 54, 55, 56 
Crum, Marten, 22 
Cunningham, Mabelle (nee Hager), 75; 
Margaret, 223; William, 223 
Curtis, ---, Mr., 203; ---, Mrs., 203, 205 
D 
Dahl, Anton, 41 
Dahlberg, Albertina Wilhelmina, 41; Erik 
Gustaf, 41; Karl 0., 41 
Dahlin, Maria Ulrika, 41 
Dahlstrom/Dahlstrom, Ajnar [Ejnor, 
Einar], 71; Anders, 41; Elsie (nee Gamble), 
71; Gottfried, 71; Hannah Bergstrom, 226; 
Jennie, 71; Nels, 71; Stewart, 71 
Danckaerts, Jasper, 19 
Daniels[s]on, Adolf, 115; August, 115; 
Daniel, 41; David, l l 5 ;  Edvin, 30, l l5 ;  
Emil, l l5 ;  Emma, 115; Gustaf, 13 ;  Hannah, 
115 ;  Helen, 115 ;  J . ,  47; Johanna 
Andersdotter, 98; Kristina, 30, 115, 130; 
Lars, 30; Richard, 115; Valfrid, 115 
Davis, Charles (see Kjollerstrom, Karl T.) 
de Haes, Johannes, 142; Marrietje, 142; 
Roelof Jansen, 141, 143 
de Ia Grange, Joost, 5 
De Long, George Washington, 46 
Decker, Pehr Johansson, 42 
Defoss/De Foss/Devoss, John, l l ;  Matthias 
( see Mattsson, Matthias) 
Derickson, Olle, 21 
d'Hinojossa, Alexander, 7 
Diehl, Dorothy Olivia, 157, 158, 160 
Dircksen, Adam, 9 
Dittmark, Nicolai, 42 
Djurberg, Ingrid Charlotta, 41 
Dobbs, Anna van Scheele (nee Hahr), 207; 
Emma Charlotta (nee Hahr), 207; Evan P., 
207; Herbert C., 207; James M., 207; 
Margaret Hulda (nee Hahr), 207 
Dooley, Shelly Dobbs, 193 
Dorrell, Nicholas, 135 
Dylen, W., 42 
Dodstrom, Anna, 176 
E 
Earl of Argyll, 223 
Earl of Glencairn, 223 
Ebbesson, Johan Peter, 42 
Ebel, Elsje, 144; Pieter, 142, 144, 147 
Eck, Christina, 74; Hendal Elmer A. 
(Hendel Einar Artur), 74 
Eckhoff, Jan Sybrantsen, 147 
Eclipse, Charles (see Aklif, Charles) 
Edberg, Ernst Johan, 54, 55 
Edholm, C., 42; Ernst G., 42 
Edler, Johan (John), 42; Michael, 42 
Edlund, Erik Andreas, 42 
Edstrom, Carolina (nee Pettersson), 166 
Ehinger, Laura Bernhardina, 43 
Eilers, Marlene A., 121 
Ek, Anders, 215; Anna (nee Holmstrom), 
212; Carl Johan, 215, 217; Gustaf, 212, 213, 
215; Gustaf Victor (see Oakes, Victor); 
Hilda Augusta, 217; Ihrene, 213, 215, 216, 
217; Klas, 216 
Ekberg, Inspector, 55, 56; Pehr, 54, 55, 56 
Ekdahl, 62 
Ekelund, Anders, 96 
Ekke, Carl, 227 
Eklund, Pehr Erik, 42; Peter Gustaf, 42 
Eklof, Charles (see Aklif, Charles) 
Ekman, Anders Erik, 42 
Ekoren, Anders Jonsson, 19, 21; Hans 
Jonsson, 15; John, 19; Staffan, 19 
Ekstrom, Andrew, 42 
Elfving, Alfred, 42 
Elias, ---, 206 
Eliasson, Johan Magnus, 42; John P. (see 
Larsson, John P.); Karl, 42; Nils Olof, 218; 
Olaf, 42 
Ellqvist, Olaf Alfred, 42 
Elmgren, Charles, 42 
Elmqvist, Johan August, 42 
Emanuelsson, Karl Edvard, 43 
Eneqvist, Ernst Fredrik, 43; Patrik Georg, 
43 
Engelbrektsson, Olaus, 103 
Englund, Kristoffer (see Stalhammar, 
Kristoffer) 
Engvall, Erik Ersson, 43; Ferdinand, 43 
Enstrom, Lars Erik Ersson, 43 
Erick, Johan, 43 
Erickson/Erics[s]on/Eriks[s]on, A gda  
Teresia, 189; Allika(?), 116; Alma, 65; 
Anders, 43, 116; Anders Peter, 43; Berta 
Helena, 189; C. Eldred, 63; Carl Henrik, 65; 
Carl Richard, 74; Carolina (Lina) (nee 
Sandman), 31; E., 43; Elsie Olivia (nee 
Peterson), 74; Emma Kristina, 116; Engvar 
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Simon, 1 16; Eric, 13 ;  Erick, 74; Erik, 43; 
Erik Emil, 43; Ernst, 1 89; Fredri(c)k, 3 1 ,  
1 16; Frida, 3 1 ;  Frida Karolina, 1 16; Gustav 
Folke, 189; Hanna(h), 3 1 ,  1 16; Helena 
Kristina (nee Nystrtlm), 1 89; Henning 
Elmer, 1 16; Ida Valborg, 1 16; J. E. (see 
Johnson, J. E.); James E., 24, 63, 64, 65, 
1 1 3, 123, 126; Jennie L. (nee Solander), 63 ; 
Johan Edvard, 43; John (Jan), 43; John, 74; 
John Edward, 74; Julius, 74; K. F., 43; Karl 
Erik, 43; Karl Hjalmar, 1 16; Karl Johan, 
1 16; Klara Charlotta, 1 16; Klas (Claus), 43; 
Lars, 136; Laura, 64; Lina, 30, 1 16; Lotta, 
43; Magnus, 44; Margaret (Peggy) Sue (nee 
Bell), 62; Martha Louisa, 74; Martin P. (see 
Erickson, Matthias P.); Matthias P., 44; Nils 
Petter, 44; Ole, 44; Olof Hjalmar, 1 16; 
Oscar Fritiof, 1 16; Oskar, 3 1 ;  Otto, 44; 
Peter, 21 ;  Rachel, 64; Rolf, 1 89; Ruth, 1 89; 
Selma, 74; Sophia, 44; Thea Mathilda, 3 1 ,  
1 16; Violet, 1 89; Zacharias, 44 
Eriksen, Mikel, 219 
Erlandsson, Briand Wilhelm Erlandsson, 
44; K. J. (see Hasselgren, Karl); Pehr 
August, 44 
Ersdotter, Ingeborg, 219 
Erskine, David, 44; James Edwin, 44 
Ersson, Hanspers Erik, 44; Pehr, 44 
Esbjiirnsson, Lars, 12  
Esh-ke-bogi-cox-he, 1 80 
Eskilsdotter, Karin, 66; Margareta, 132 
Eskilsson, Abraham, 15, 16; Johan, 133;  
Lars, 133 ;  Margaret, 133;  Matthias, 1 33;  
Simon, 133 
Essing, Brita, 219; Milns, 220 
Est[r]in, ---, 32; Anna Emelia, 1 1 5; Elin 
Olina, 1 16; Elin Sophia, 1 1 5 ;  Ernst, 3 1 ;  
Ernst Arthur, 1 1 5 ; Ernst Gustaf Leonard, 
1 1 5; Hannah Katharina, 1 16; Henry, 1 1 5; 
Hildur Helena, 1 16; Karl Emil Agaton, 1 16; 
Maria, 3 1 ;  Maria Sophia, 1 1 5; Oscar, 1 15; 
Richard Mathias, 1 16; Sophia, 31 
Evans, John (see Petersson, Karl Johan) 
F 
Fabritius, Jacob, 3, 5 
Fagerberg, Anna (nee Anderson), 72 
Fagcrholm, Karl Johan, 44 
Fahlsten, Erik Samuel, 44; Karl J. Edvard, 
44 
Fahlstriim, Jacob, 1 80 
Falks, 109 
Finch, Cecil Clement, 57, 192; Charlotte 
Alice (nee Barker), 57; Henry Clement, 57; 
Olga Ulrika (nee Lofgren), 57, 192; Rogers 
Burton, 54, 57, 192 
Fisher, Charles William, 1 88;  Karol Keith, 
188;  Klara (nee Youngdahl), 1 88 ;  Merle, 
1 88 
Fisk, Caspar, 13  
Flodin, Carl, 108, 109; Carl Johan Olofsson 
(see Flodin, Charles); Charles, 44 
Flodman, Fredrik (Albert), 45 
Floren, Anders Andersson, 45, 165 
Flygt, Anders, 45 
Follin, Georg, 45; Magnus Reinhold 
Tiodolf, 45 
Forsberg, Adolph Fredrick, 1 85; Charles A. 
Danielsson, 45; Hulda Cecilia, 45; Jacob 
Ansgarius, 45; Nils August, 45; Russ, 185 
Forslund, John A., 45; Matts, 45 
Forsman, Gabriel Samuelsson, 17 
Forssell, Olof Ernfrid, 45 
Fransen, Oscar, 74 
Frans[s]on, Gust, 70; Michael, 1 34; Olle 
Ollesson, 134; Olof, 134 
Fredin, Nils, 123, 124 
Fredrecksson, Oscar F. (see Erikson, 
Oskar); Thea F. (see Erikson, Thea F.) 
Fredrickson, Fredriksson, Albert N., 7 1 ;  
Christina (nee Johnson), 62; John, 62; John 
(see Sundling, Johan Fredrik) 
Friberg, Pehr E., 45 
Fridberg, Johan, 170 
Friedorff, Eric George, 159 
Frisk, Albert Efraim, 1 17;  August, 3 1 ,  32, 
1 17 ;  Carl Emil, 45; Carl Verner, 1 17 ;  
Edvina Gerda, 32, 1 17;  Elmer Nathanael, 
1 17;  Gertrude Johanna, 32, 1 1 7;  Jessie 
Elvira, 32, 1 17; Kristina, 32, 1 17 ;  Nels 
Seger Victor, 1 17 
Friskebonde, Olof Hansson, 17  
Frithron, Maria Gustava, 168 
Frolin, Anna Margareta (nee Eriksson), 45 
From, Hendrick Larsson, 15  
Friidin, Erik Pontus (see Wicklund, Erik 
Pontus); Karl Gustaf, 45 
Farnlund, Ola Milrtensson, 44 
G 
Gabrielsdotter, Eva Catharina, 227 
Gabriclsson, Briand August (Gustaf), 45; 
Sven Gustaf (see Johnsson, Gustaf) 
Gamma!, Anna Milnsdotter, 222 
Gantschau, Ursula, 223 
Garbo, Greta, 128 
Gardell, Jacob Sixtus, 45 
Gawelias, Helena, 194, 195 
Gerritsen, Jan, 147 
Gestrin, C. E. H. (Carl Edvard Herman), 45; 
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Fredrika Emerentia, 45; Johan Nathanael, 45 
Gibson, Elsie, 75; Hans, 75; Olaf (Olof), 75 
Gilbert, August (see Gillberg, August) 
Gilland, Margrete Pedersdatter, 218 
Gillberg, August, 46 
Glader, A. P., 123 
Goodman, Wilhelm Idof (see Gudmunds­
son, Wilhelm Idof) 
Goodwin, Pauline F., 126 
Gordon, Janet, 223 
Gossett, Vera Fredrickson, 62 
Goude, 169 
Graf, Anna Maria, 32; John A., 32; 
Graham, Shirley (Dredge), 68 
Gran, Jonas (see Taylor, John) 
Granat, Petter August Oabrielsson, 45 
Granberg, Thomas, 46 
Grandin, Amalia Wilhelmina, 46; Eva 
Christina (nee Engstrom), 46 
Grandstrand, Pauline, 184 
G r a nfe l t ,  Amanda Gustava (nee 
Sonnestein), 177 
Granstrand, August, 46 
Green, Elsie, 32; John, 32; Stina B., 123 
Greenwald, Karl Wilhelm (see Gronwall, 
Karl Wilhelm) 
Grelsson, Helena, 135; Johan, 135 
Grim, Otto, 145 
Grindell, Julius (see Grundell, Julius) 
Grote, Charles, 46 
Groth, Albertina, 50 
Groux, Charlotta, 46 
Grundel[I], Axel Herman, 46; Julius, 46; 
Peter, 46 
Gronenberg, Constantinus, 16 
Gronlund, Carl Petter, 46; Karl, 46 
Gronwall, Karl Wilhelm, 46 
Gubbertz, Anna, 222; Hans, 223 
Gudfastsdotter, Juliana, 219 
Gudfastsson, Gudfast, 219 
Gudmundsson, Wilhelm Idof, 46 
Gullander, John H., 47 
Gummesson, Andreas, 47; Nils, 100 
Gunderson, Nils (Nels), 47 
Gustaf ill, 122 
Gustafs[s]on, Alfred, 47; Amy, 47; Anies, 
150; Anna, 47; Axel Julius, 75; Carl Anton, 
210, 211, 212, 217; Emil, 66, 67; Gustaf 
Axel Theodor, 47; Hildegru-d; 47; Hulda, 
210, 2 1 1, 217; Isak Martin, 47; Johan, 21 ;  
Johan Alfred, 47; Johannes, 47; John, 47; K. 
J . ,  47; Karl, 47; Karl Gustaf, 47; Martin, 47; 
Nils, 47; Olof Bernhard, 47; Peter M, 47; 
Sven, 47 
Gyllengren, Elias, 2, 17, 149 
Gastenberg, Nils, 13 
Goransson, Goran, 46 
Gortz, Carl A., 46; Emilia Louise Veronica 
(nee Riehl), 46 
H 
Haak, Nils Petersson, 47 
Hafstrom, Anna Maria (nee Lavette), 48 
Hagberg, Carl Fredrik, 48 
Hager, Bemhardina A., 75; Carl M., 75; 
Frithiof "Fritz" B. N ., 75 
Hagstrom, Carl (Charles), 48 
Hahn, Adolph, 48; Anton, 48 
Hahr, Adolf, 195, 206; Alice Malvina (nee 
Hartman), 206; Anders, 193; Franz Josef, 
195, 196, 198, 200, 205, 206, 207; Hulda, 
195, 196, 200, 202, 206; Wilhelm "William" 
Hartman, 207 
Balin, T., 97 
Hall, John (see Hallgren, Johan) 
Hallberg, Per M., 126 
Hallgren, Johan, 48 
Halvarsson, Sone, 48 
Halvorson, Christian, 40 
Hamlin, Benjamin, 48; Helena, 48 
Hammar, Anders (see Jonsson, Anders); 
Ernst Mauritz, 48; Sven Johan Eriksson, 48 
Hammarskjold, ---, 196, 198, 199, 200, 
204, 206; Carl, 204 
Hammerstein, E. A., 70 
Hamnstrom, Carl Erik, 48; Carl Magnus, 
48 
Hansdotter, Stina, 161 
Hans[s]en, Adolph Martin (see Hanssen, 
Martin); Hans Reinert, 48; Martin, 48; 
Ossian Fredrik Valdemar, 48 
Hans[s]on, Adolph (see Dahlstrom, 
Anders); Anna Olivia Christina, 49; Anton, 
48; August, 49; Axel, 48; Gustaf, 49; Hans, 
49; Hans (see Hansson, William); Isak, 49; 
Johan Assarsson, 49 ; Johannes (see 
Gullander, John H); Karl (see Hansson, 
Peter Anton); Karl Johan, 49; Maria 
Christina (nee Kindberg), 49; Matts, 2; Pehr, 
49; Pehr Johan, 49; Peter, 49; Peter Anton, 
49; Swan, 75; William, 49 
Harlin, C. C., 49 
Harmensen, Pieter, 142, 146 
Barnas, Daniel (see Danielsson, Daniel) 
Harrington, Anders, 49 
Harrison, Peter, 8 
Hasselgren, Karl, 49 
Hasselquist, Tuve N., 152 
Hayes, Paul G., 151 
Hedberg, Andrew (see Hedberg, Lars 
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Anders); David, 49; Frans Gustaf, 49, Johan 
Fredrik, 49; Lars Anders, SO 
Hedblom, Margaretha, 19 1  
Heden, Frank (see Larsson, Sven) 
Hedin, Jon, SO 
Hedling, Carl Victor, SO 
Hedstrom, Jonas, 179; Olof Gustaf, 179 
Hein, Wilhelmina, SO 
Hellstenius, Sophia Josephina, 167 
Hemmingsdotter, Katarina, 219 
Hendricks, Claertje (Clara), 144 
Hendricks[s]on, Anders, 129; Christopher, 
19 ;  Evert, 3, 9; Hendrick, 1 8, 1 9, 20; Jacob, 
20, 1 34; Johan, 1 33 ,  1 36; John, 20; Lars, 1 8  
Henriksdatter, Abelone, 219 
Henriksson, Johan, SO;  Matthias Erik (see 
Forslund, Matts) 
Herlitz, Johan Georg Laurentius, SO; Johan 
Wilhelm August, SO 
Hermansson, Christina, SO; Herman, SO 
Hero, Henrik (Henry), SO 
Herrman, Augustine, IS, 1 6  
Hertz, Charles Henry (see Hurts, Karl 
Henrik); Karl Henning (see Hurts, Karl 
Henrik); Nils Johan, SO, 98 
Hertzman, Albertina C., SO; Frans Oscar, 
so 
Hickson, Andrew (see Hlikonson, Anders) 
Hieghert, Jonas (see Pehrsson, Jonas) 
Hill, Linnea C., 228 
Hiort, Jonas (see Pehrsson, Jonas); Peter 
Larsson, 4 
Hjelm, Brita Christina, 65 
Hjort, Peter Larsson, 4 
Hjorter, Johannes, SO 
Hoffman, A. (see Abrahamsson, Karl A.) 
Hogland, Joel Enoch, 75; Johan, 75 
Hohn, Lina (see Johansson, Lina) 
Holcomb, Hokey, 152, 156; John Edward, 
156; Pemilla (nee Nilson), 152, 156 
Holgersson, John (see Olsson, Johannes) 
Holm, Anders August (see Vinterroos, 
Anders August); Charles, 5 1 ;  Erik, S I ;  Eva 
Maria, S I ;  Mademoiselle, 54, 55, 56; Matts 
Emil, 51  
Holmberg, L. N.  (see Astrtlm, Nils 
Leonard) 
Holmqvist, Fredrik, S I ;  Olof Christian, 5 1 ;  
Peter Elis Fredrik, 5 1  
Holmstrom, Ulrika Charlotta, 215 
Hoogburg, Karl H. ,  72 
Hudden, Andrew, 140; Andries, 1 39, 141 ,  
146; Geertie, 140; Richard, 140 
Huggare, Gustaf Gottfrid, S I  
Huljeson, Karl, S I  
Hultgren, Charlotte (nee Lundgren), 97 
Hulthen, Karl Magnus, S I  
Huiting, Anders Oscar, 51  
Hultman, Karl Gustaf, SI ;  Nils Johan (see 
Nilsson, Nils Johan); Peter Bengtsson, S I  
HultquisUHultqvist, Gustaf, 1 23 ;  Sven 
Alexander, S 1 
Hultstrom, Allan, 6 1  
Hurts, Karl Henrik, 51  
Husgalen, Olof Anderson, 17  
Hvasser, ---, 206 
Hackensson, Nils, 15  
Hakans[s]on, Hlikan (see Holcomb, 
Hokey); John, 47, Martha, 47 
Hakonson, Anders, 48 
Hiigerstrom, Emil Leonard, 48 
Hagglund, Olof, 42 
Hogberg, Lovisa Wilhelmina, 100 
Hoglund, Greta Kajsa Pehrsdotter Dahlsten, 
SO; Nils Johan, SO; Staffan, SO 
Hornstein, Gustaf Olof, SO 
Hook, Sven, 149 
I 
Icklev [Eclipse], Charles (see Aklif, 
Charles) 
Ihlstrom, Lars Johan, S I  
Ingman, Olof Edvard, 103 
Isaksdotter, Charlotta, 42 
Isaksson, Bror Anton, S 1 ;  Gustaf, S 1 ;  Harry 
(see Isaksson, Hilmer Theodor); Hilmer 
Theodor, 52 
Isgra, Olof Matthiasson, 1 6  
J 
Jackson, Thomas (see Kellstrtlm, Pehr 
Fredrik) 
Jacobs, Gertruyd, 141 
Jacobs[s] on,  Alicia (Elizabeth), 129;  
Anders, 52; Anders (see Jtlnsson, Anders); 
Anna, 129, 1 30; August, 1 86; Hendrick, 20, 
2 1 ;  Johan, 1 37;  John (see Jacobsson, Olof 
Johannes); Olof Johannes, 52; Per Johan 
(see Okenquist, Peter J.); Peter, 1 29,  1 30; 
Sigfrid, 129 
Jahnsen, Maria (see Jansdotter, Maja) 
Jansdotter, Maja, 52 
Jansen, Harmen, 142; Sybrant, 147 
Jans[s]on, Alexander (see Johnson, 
Alexander); Anders, 52; Erik, 1 92; Frans 
Oscar, 52; Fridolf, 52; Gustaf, 52, 89; Jan 
Erik (see Johnsen, John); Jan Petter, 52, 87; 
Jim (James) (see Jtlnsson, Jtlns); Johan, 40; 
Johan Wilhelm, 52; John Theodor, 52; Jonas 
Petter, 52; Karl, 52; Karl August, 52; Karl 
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Victor, 52; Magnus, 52, 99; Nellie, 53; Pehr 
Erik, 53; Sven, 173 
Janszen, Gerrit, 141 
Jaquet, Jean Paul, 139, 145 
J ensdatter, Ellen, 219 
Jern, Anders, 53 
Johannesen, Karl, 53 
Johannesson, Elias, 53; Gustaf Alfred, 53; 
Johan Alfred (see Johnsson John); Johannes, 
86; Jons, 53; Peter, 84; Sven, 84 
Johannisdotter, Hedda, 84 
Johansdotter, Anna, 2; Anna Lovisa, 227; 
Catharina, 23; Christina Sofia, 227; Emilia 
Josephina (see Andersson, Emilia J.) ; 
Karolina; 84; Maria, 87; Stina, 87 
Johans[s]on, Adolph August, 84; Adrian, 
84; Alfred, 84; Anders Gustaf, 87; Anna 
Brita Johansson, Anna Gerda Helena, 86; 
Anders, 84; Anders (see Johnson, Andrew); 
Anders Gustaf, 84; Andreas, 84; Andreas 
(see Johnson, Andrew); Aron, 84; Aron 
Alenius, 186; August, 84; August (see 
Lindquist, August); Carl Wilhelm, 87; Elias, 
42; Elias (see Johannesson, Elias); Emilia 
Carolina, 84; Ernst Gustaf, 85; Frans Johan, 
85; Gustaf Robert, 85; Hilda Charlotta, 85; 
Israel, 85; Janis Daniel, 85; Janne, 85; 
Johan, 85; Johan Albin, 85; Johan August, 
85; Johan Petter, 85; Johanna, 182; Johanna 
Erica, 227; Johannes, 85; Johannes (see 
Johnsson, J. E.); K. F., 85; Karl, 85; Karl 
(see Jonsson, Karl); Karl Axel, 85; Karl 
Gustaf Algot, 85; Karl Johan, 86; Karl 
Magnus, 86; Lambert, 86; Lars-Goran, 24; 
Lina, 86; Magnus, 98; Maj-Britt, 217; Maja 
Lena, 181, 182; Maria Sophia, 86; Mathilda, 
86; Nils, 87; Ocar Fredrik, 86; Oscar Georg, 
86; P. G., 164; P. J. (see Jansson, Jan 
Petter); Pehr August, 86; Pehr August (see 
Selander, Gustaf); Pehr Erik (see Jansson, 
Pehr E.); Pehr Johan (see Lindqvist, Petter); 
Sven, 86; Thomas, 131; Wilhelmina, 57 
John, Andrew (see Johansson, Andreas); 
Lambert (see Johansson, Lambert); Nils (see 
Nilsson, Johan Pontus) 
J ohnes, Jonas ( see Jonasson, Jonas) 
Johnsen, Frank (see Johansson, Frans 
Johan); John, 86 
Johns[s]on, ---, 62; Aines Marie, 115; 
Alexander, 86; Anders Ludvig, 86; Andrew, 
87; Andrew (see Johansson, Anders); 
Andrew (see Johansson, Andrea); Andrew 
G., 40; Andro (see Jonsson, Anders Johan); 
Anna Sophia, 70; Annie, 87; Beda Maria, 
33;  Bertil, 20; C. A., 154; C. M., 33, 115; 
Carl E., 76; Carl Magnus, 76; Carl Milton, 
115; Carl Victor, b. 115; Charles, 87; 
Charles (see Jonsson, Karl); Charles (see 
Jonsson, Karl Gustaf); Charles (see Moberg, 
August Edvard); Charles Albert J. (see 
Jonsson, Carl Albert Julius); Charles J. (see 
Johansson, Karl Johan); Charley, 87; 
Clemmons Wilford Line, 115; David Georg, 
115; Dorothy Anna Margaret, 115; Emma 
Gustava, 78; Eric L. (see Larsson, Erik); 
Erick, 115; Erik, 25, 32, 33;  Erland Frans, 
87; Eskil, 78; Esther Sophie (nee 
Pettersson), 87; Frank, 87; Frank (see 
Jonsson, Frans); Frans August, 87; Fred (see 
Jansson, Fridolf); Fritz J., 76; Gerda Anna 
Maria, 33, 115; Gus, 87; Gust, 76; Gustaf or 
Augustus, 87; Hedda (see Johannisdotter, 
Hedda); Hendrick, 133; J. A., 70; J. E., 87; 
J. P. (see Johansson, Johan Petter); Janis 
Daniel (see Johansson, Janis Daniel); Joel 
Theodor, 115; Johan Adolph, 88; Johan 
August (see Johansson, Johan August); 
Johan Ludvig, 115; Johanna, 88; Johannes, 
88; John, 20, 33, 70, 88, 133, 136; John (see 
Johannesson, Johan Alfred); John (see 
Johansson, Janne); John (see Johnson, Jons); 
John (see Johnsson, Johan Alfred); John (see 
Jonsson, Jons); John August, 70; John 
August "Jack", 76; John Bernhard, 88; John 
Edwin, 70; John Foster, 76; John Ludvig, 
32, 33; John Wilfred, 70; Jonas Ossian, 70; 
Jons, 88; Karl (see Gustafsson, Karl); Karl 
August (see Jansson, Karl August); Karl 
Axel (see Johansson, Karl Axel); Karl G., 
88; Kristina, 25, 32, 33,  40, 115; Lars (see 
Jonsson, Lars); Lars Johan, 78; Lien "Dolly" 
(nee Foster), 76; Magnus (see Jansson, 
Magnus); Malcolm, 88; Martin, 78; Mary 
(see Dahlin, Maria Ulrika); Nellie, 76; Nels, 
79; Nels (see Jonsson, Nils); Nils Emil, 88; 
0. V., 76; Ole (see Halvarsson, Sone); Olof, 
88; P. M., 182; P. 0. (see Synnerholm, P. 
O); Paul, 137; Peter, 88; Peter (see Decker, 
Pehr Johansson); Peter (see Jtinasson, Peter); 
Peter Magnus, 89; Peter Olof, 89; Petter (see 
Johansson, Pehr August); Ronald J., 124; 
Sigrid Alfhild, 89; Simon, 20; Sven (see 
Bjugg, Sven); Sven E., 89; Swan, 89; W. A., 
89; William (see Bengtsson, Nils) 
Johnston, Alexander (see Johnson, 
Alexander); Edward (see Johnson, Johan 
Adolph) 
Jonasson, Abraham, 97; Aron, 88; August, 
227; Jonas, 89; Peter, 89; Peter Gustaf, 89; 
Pal, 89 
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Jonsdotter, Anna, 219 ;  Anna Cajsa, 175; 
Brita, 219 ;  Cristina, 218 ;  M:irta, 219 ;  Sara 
Lisa, 90 
Jonssen, Gustaf Leander, 89 
Jons[s]on, Anders, 89; Anders Johan, 89; 
Charles A. , 89; Elna, 89; Helena Elisabeth, 
89; Johan Alfred, 89; Johan Algol, 90; Karl, 
90; Karl Emil, 90; Karl Gustaf, 90; Karl 
Hugo, 90; Karl Jonas (see Johnson, 
Charley); Olof, 20; Otto Herman, 90; Powell 
(see Mullica, Pill Jtlnsson); Sara Christina, 
89; Sven, 90 
Jorison, Comelis, 140 
Josephson, Louis (Ludvig), 90 
Julius, Carl, 150 
Jungh, Jacob, 5, 6, 149 
Jutte, Ttlrgel Nilsson, 15 
Jagare, Anders, 94 
Jonsdotter, Petronella (see Jansson, Nellie) 
Jonsson, Anders, 53 ;  Anders (from 
Salungen), 1 36, 1 3 7 ;  Bengt (from 
Salungen), 137; Carl, 4; Elias E., 102; Frans, 
53; Hans Peter, 53; Jtlns, 53, 88; Jtlran, 1 32; 
Karl Albert Julius, 53; Lars, 53, 224; 
Margareta (Margethe) Lovisa, 5 1 ;  Nils, 53; 
Olof, 174; Pehr, 163;  Pehr (see Johnson, 
Peter) 
Joransson, Clement, 2 1 ;  Cornelius, 17 ;  
Nils, 17 
K 
Kalin/Karlin, ---, Mrs. Nels, 33; Nels, 33, 
1 17; Ruth Amalia, 1 17  
Kallinen, Helen, 2 1 1  
Kamph, Klas August, 90 
Karl XI, 12 
Karlbcrg/Carlbcrg, Carl J., 77; Carl T., 77; 
Carl W., 76, 77; Gustaf, 77; Henry, 77; 
Leonard, 77; Paulina J. (nee Petersson), 77 
Karlen, Karl E., 90 
Karls[s]on, Anders, 33; Anders G., 72; 
Gustaf Alfred, 43; Helen, 72 
Kaspersson, Johan (see Sandstrtlm, Nils 
Johan) 
Kavanaugh, B .  F., 1 80; Benjamin, 180; 
William, 180 
Kellstrom, Pehr Fredrik, 90 
Kindberg, Anders Fredrik Magnusson, 90 
Kindlund, Hampus V. (Hampus Olofsson, 
Hampus Wictor), 90 
King, William (see Jonsson, Sven) 
Kjellin, Karl, 91 
Kjelsdottcr, Brita, 219 
Kjessler, Gustaf Frithiof, 91 
Kjollerstrom, Karl Teodor, 91 
Kleeman, Leona, 228 
Kling, John (see Jansson, Johan Wilhelm) 
Klingenberg, Catharina Charlotta, 221 ;  
Johan, 221 ;  Jtlns Eriksson, 222 
Klockare, Lars Mi\nsson, 15 
Knapp, Clres, 9 1  
Knutsson, Anders, 14 ;  Carl Peter, 9 1  
Kopperud, Agnes, 1 1 8 ;  Anna (nee 
Sandman), 33; Emma, 1 1 8; Emma Mathilda, 
33; Hannah, 1 1 8 ;  Hannah Elin, 33; Josef, 
1 1 8 ;  Lauritz, 33, 36, 1 1 8 ;  Melvin, 1 1 8 ;  
Oscar, 1 18; Richard, 1 1 8  
Kordes, Joakim, 223; Ursula, 222 
Kortman, Nils 0., 91 
Kraft, Carl (see Flodin, Carl) 
Krantz, Gustav P., 77; Ida, 77; Mary 
Barlow, 77; P. A., 77 
Kraka, Jtlns Olofsson, 7 
Kallerson, Gustaf (see Chilton, Gustaf); 
Nils, 41 ;  Ole, 41 
Kallstrom, Ola Pehrsson, 90 
Kampe, Anders Hansson, 6; Anders 
Mattsson, 1 1 ,  22 
L 
La Marque, Peter Jtlnsson, 104 
Lamarck, Jean Baptiste de, 104 
Landin, Karl, 91 
Lane, Simon, 141 
Lang, A. 0., 91; Erik Lang, 91 
Langager, Eldor, 34, 1 1 7 ;  Nathan, 1 1 7 ;  
Nettie, 34, 1 17; Stephen, 1 17 
Lantz, Karl Johan Malcolm, 9 1  
Larsdotter, Anna, 1 37; Anna Lena, 177; 
Anna Sophia, 9 1 ;  Anna-Stina, 190; Brita, 
97; Carin, 23; Johanna Wilhelmina (see 
Lawson, Hannah); Kama, 92; Majt, 44 
Larsen, Peter (see Larsson, Petter) 
Lars[s]on, Aaron, 9 1 ;  Adolph Fredrik, 9 1 ;  
Alfred, 47; Anders, 134; Anders Gustaf, 9 1 ;  
Berti!, 137; Carl Jacob, 123, 124; Carrie, 77; 
Christina, 1 87 ;  Elmer, 78; Erik, 9 1 ;  Erik 
Georg, 91 ;  Georg (see Larsson, Erik Georg); 
Gust (Bror Gustav), 77; Gustaf, 92; Henry, 
77; Hilda, 92; Jacob, 124; Jeremias, 9 1 ;  
Johan Peter, 92; Johan Samuel, 92; John, 92, 
125, 163; John H., 77; John P., 92; Jonas, 
92; Julia, 159;  Jtlns, 132; Karl, 92; Karl 
August, 92; Karl Magnus, 92; Klas (see 
Larsson, Adolph Fredrik); L. 0., 78; L. P., 
92; Lars, 22, 93 ; Lars Alfred, 92; Lars 
Johan, 92; Lars Kristian, 92; Lars Niklas, 
92; Lina, 92; Louis (see Larsson, Lars 
Niklas); M. L., 78; Marcus, 13 ;  Maria, 92; 
Matilda, 78; Mats, 1 3 1 ;  Nels, 78; Nils, 23, 
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92; Nils Emil, 92; Nils Johan, 93; 0. ·P., 93; 
Pehr, 93, 165; Peter, 19; Petter, 93; Reuben, 
78; S. G. ,  153; Samuel, 93; Sven[n], 93, 
124; Swan 0., 78; Tor Algot, 93 ; Victor, 47; 
Ake, 91 
Laurensen, Marcus, 13 
Lawson, Alfred (see Larsson, Lars Alfred); 
Charles (see Larson, Jonas); Charles (see 
Larsson, Karl); Hannah, 93; Lewis (see 
Larsson, Lars Kristian); Peter (see Larsson, 
Peter) 
Leaf, Earl, 123 
Ledin/Lidin, Daniel, 1 17;  David, 34, 1 17;  
Ida Lovisa, 1 17;  Lisa, 33. 117 
Legare, Hulda (nee Hahr), 206, 207; Julien, 
206; William White, 206, 207 
Lehrberg, Karl Kristian Fredrik, 93 
Lembke, C. F., 93; Herman Wilhelm, 93 
Lend, Peter (see Forssell, Olof Emfrid) 
Leo, Johan August, 93 
Leonard ,  E., (see Hagerstrtim, Emil 
Leonard) 
Leszinsky, Raphael Stanislaus, 93 
Levander, Johan Niklas Bernhard, 93 
Levin, Charles, 94; Ellen Charlotta, 94; 
Eric, 94 
Liback, Victor Gabriel (see Peterson, Victor 
Gabriel) 
Lichtvoet, Ann, 146; Elisabeth, 146; Jan, 
146; Thomas, 146 
Lidberg, Johan, 94 
Liedberg, Adolph Fredrik, 89; Johan 
Christian, 94; Karl, 94; Wilhelm, 94 
Liedman, Jay W., 122, 123 
Likagod, Olof Bartilsson, 14 
Lilja, J. W., 94, Lovisa, 101 
Lilleelven, Elias Olssen, 218;  Ole Johnsen, 
219 
Lind, Edward (see Lindstrtim, Adolph); 
Jenny, 179; Johan Gustaf, 94; Jonas (see 
Pehrsson, Jonas); Karl Johan, 94; ---, Mrs. 
Fred, 78; Nils Petter (see Bengtsson, Nils 
Peter); Olof (see Olsson, Olof); Tillie (see 
Carson, Mathilda) 
Lindberg,  Erik Olsson, 94; Johannes 
Andersson, 94; Lovisa Olsson, 94; Swan, 
83; Tekla, 83 
Lindblom, Otto Fredrik, 94 
Lindecrans, Pehr Pehrsson, 94 
Linden, Carl Johan (see Lind, Carl Johan) 
Linderholm, Edmund Emanuel, 94; Emma, 
94 
Linderlof, Wilhelm, 94 
Linderoth, Johan A., 94; Petronella, 94 
Lindestrom, Peter Mfutensson, 2, 141 
Lindgren, Johan Gustaf, 95; John (see 
Lindgren, Karl Johan Erik); Karl Johan Erik, 
95 
Lindh, Ingrid, 57 
Lindholm, Emelie Charlotta, 95; Johan 
Erik, 95; K. A., 95 
Lindmark, Karl, 95; Otto Ludvig Julius, 95; 
C. 0. Lindmark, 95 
LindquisULindqvist, August, 95; C. F. ,  
1 82, 1 83; Clara Ottilia, 95; Johannes, 95; ---, 
Mrs. Carl, 70; Karl Fredrik Oscar, 95; Peter, 
95; Peter Johannesson (see Johannesson, 
Peter); Petter, 95; Sven (Swan) (see 
Johannesson, Sven) 
Lindroth, Joseph Richard, 78 ;  Mildred 
Marie, 78; Nils Gustaf, 95 
Lindstedt, Johan Fredrik, 95 
Lindstrom, Adolph, 95; Anna Kristina, 95; 
Erik Petter, 95; Jan, 59; Jenny, 95; Nils, 95; 
0. M., 95 
Lindwall, Sven, 95 
Linn, John H. (see Salomonsen, Johan 
Henrik) 
L i n n e r ,  A. V. ,  70; Alma, 70; Emil 
Theodore, 70 
Linnaeus, Carolus, 154 
Ljungqvist, J., 96; Johan Fredrik Nilsson, 
96 
Lock, Lars Carlsson, 3, 5, 1 30 
Lockberg, Anders Magnus, 96; Louis (see 
Lockberg, Anders Magnus) 
Lodin, Swan (see Johansson, Sven) 
Lofgren, Alfred Wilhelm, 57; Halvar, 57; 
Ulrika Albertina (nee Pihl), 57 
Lohman, Karl (see Miller, Charles) 
Lorn, Anna, 13 ;  Mlins Svensson, 4, 13 
Lomeli, Niklas Marcus, 96 
Londin, Karl (see Landin, Karl) 
Lucas, Sigemundus, 9 
Ludwig, 121 
Lund ,  Charles (see Lundstrtim, Karl 
Victor); Charley (see Lundgren, John Karl); 
Gustaf, 96; Lars Nilsson, 96; Peter, 96 
Lundahl, Oscar Reinhold, 96 
Lundbeck, John, 1 8 1  
Lun[d]berg, Alfred Carlsson, 96; Anders 
(see Andersson, Anders); Axel (see 
Lundberg, Charles); Charles, 96; Elmer (see 
Lundberg, Hjalmar); Hjalmar, 96; John 
Wilhelm, 96; Karl, 96 
Lundgren, Charles J. (see Lundgren, Karl 
Johan); George Peter, 97; Herman, 97; 
Johan (see Hoffman, John); John Carl or 
Carl Johan, 97; Karl Johan, 97 
Lundin, Emma, 97; Gustaf Fredrik, 97; Karl 
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Fredrik, 97; Olof, 124 
Lundquist [Nilsson], Anders, 61 
Lundqvist, Andrew A., 97; Johannes, 99 
Lundroth [Lindroth], Hilma, 97 
Lundstrom, Karl Victor, 97 
Lutzen, Lina, 97 
Lyberg, C. J., 50; Lilly Maria, 50 
Lyytikainen, Nancy Christopherson, 62 
Lannqvist, E. G., 91; Maria Sophia, 91 
Lofberg, Henrik, 219 
LofquisULofqvist, Olle, 96; Petter August, 
96 
Lofvenberg, Henrik, 219 
Lonborg, Anders Gustaf, 96; Matts, 96 
Lowegren, Ludvig, 96; Ture, 96 
M 
Maclean, Hector Og, 223 ;  John, 222, 
Lachlan Mor, 223 
Madison, Andreas (see Mattisson, Anders) 
Magney, Agnes M. (nee Olson), 35, 36, 
117; George M., 35, 36, 117; Ruth Mary 
Ann, 117; Virgil Maurice, 117 
Magnidotter, Johanna Olsson, 97; Sara 
Christina, 228 
Magnusdotter, Mllrta Catharina, 97 
Magnus[s]on, Anders, 97; Berta, 89; 
Johanna (see Magnidotter, Johanna Olsson); 
John (see Munson, John); S. M. G., 34 
Makeleer, John (see Maclean, John); 
Lunetta, 222 
Malmberg, Oscar, 97; Sven Nikolaus, 98; 
Wilhelm, 98 
Malmqvist, Johan Alfred, 98 
Manson, William (see Mllnsson, Ola) 
Martin, Carl R., 34; ---, Mrs. Carl R., 34 
Mates, Richard, 182 
Mathews, Charles, 98; Johan Wilhelm, 98 
Matson/Mat ts [ s ] o n ,  Anders, 11, 98; 
Andrew, 11; 98; Anton (see Mattiasson, 
Anton); Delia, 34, 118; Hazel, 117; 
Hendrick, 136; Hjalmar, 34, 118; Johan 
Samuel, 98; John, 20; John Ludvig, 34; 
Jtlran, 20; Kristina, 25, 34; Margaret, 11; 
Mat[t]s, 98, 134; Matthias, 10, 11, 20; Myr 
Matts, 98; Mllrten, 132; Nils, 9, 10; Thomas, 
20; Thore, 25, 34 
Matt[h]ias[s]on, Anders, 98; Anders 
Fredrik, 98; Anton, 98; Peter (see Cock, 
Peter Eskilsson) 
Mattisson, Peter Gustaf, 98 
Mattsdotter, Anna Lovisa, 98; Cajsa, 43; 
Carin, 23 
Mauritsen, Comelis, 145 
Mauritz, Willem, 141 
Maxeiner, Jacqueline Anderson, 186 
McKay, Myrtle, 76 
Meeker, Barbara, 227 
Meenlos, Michel Mattsson, 14 
Melander, Gustaf Erik, 98 
Merry, George (see Follin, Georg) 
Mertens, Andrew (see Widegren, Anders 
Gustaf) 
Meurling, Johan Peter (see Svensson, Johan 
Peter) 
Michelsson, Eric, 21; Clement, 135, 136; 
David, 150 
Michielsen, Jacob, 143 
Mikaelson, Johan, 98 
Mikelsen, Samuel, 219 
Miller [Moller], Gustavus P. (see Jonasson, 
Peter Gustaf) 
Mills, John (see Akesson, August 
Andersson) 
Moberg, Anna Sophia, 98; August Edvard, 
99; Jan Peter, 99; Maria (nee Lilja), 99; 
Vilhelm, 184 
Moblad, Gustaf, 99 
Moden, Robert, 99 
Molinder, Anna Maria, 99 
Moline, John, 99 
Montalvo, Linda Saunders, 60 
Moore, Charles (see Bengtsson, Trued) 
Morris,  Mary (nee Youngdahl), 188; 
Willem, 147 
Mould, Barbara, 110; Ebba Theresa (nee) 
Flodin, 109, 110; Gordon T., 110; Thomas 
D., 109, 110 
Mouritz, Willem (see Morris, Willem) 
Mullica, Anders P11lsson, 130, 131; Anna 
Plllsson, 130; Christina P1Hsson, 130, 135; 
Eric Plllsson, 130; Hendrick Plllsson, 130; 
John Plllsson, 130; Margareta (Aguetta), 
130; Margareta Plllsson, 130; Plll Jtlnsson, 
130, 135 
Munson, Anny (see Magnusdotter, Mllrta); 
John, 99 
Munthe,  Edith Ida Maria, 187; Fritiof 
(Fritz) Werner, 187; Gunnar, 187; Hedvig 
Stina Mathilda, 187; Ludvig, 186; Maria 
(nee Peterson), 187; Victor Helmfrid 
Thorsven, 187; Ake (Okey) Victor, 187 
Murman, Andrew G., 99; Hans, 99 
Ml'lnsson, Johan, 131; M11rten, 2; Ola, 97; 
Paul, 131; Peter, 97, 131, 134, 135, 136; 
Sven, 97 
Ml'lrtensdotter, Kerstin, 162 
Ml'lrtensson, Anders, 135; Anna, 135; 
Brigitta, 135; Lars, 135; Matthias, 135; 
Mllrten, 13 5 
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Mort, Peter, 4, 141 
N 
Neiglick, Josephine, 161 
Nelander, Anna Elizabeth (nee Larson), 
153, 155, 158; 160; Anna Olivia, 155, 159; 
Carl Ebenezer, 155; David Ansfrid, 155, 
159; Edward James, 151-160; Edward 
Julius, 155; Eugene Theodore, 159; Martin 
Luther, 158; Roy Clarence, 157, 159 
Nels[s]on, A., 79; Adaline, 78; Albert, 83; 
Anna, 79; Anna (nee Ostlund), 79; Arvid 
Fredrik, 99; August Elmer, 78; August N., 
78; B., 79; Carl, 159; Carl Albert, 79; Carl 
Oliver, 120; Carl Walfrid, 120; Carrie (nee 
Ringberg), 79; Charles, 79; Charles (see 
Nyberg, Nils Peter); Charles P., 99; David 
Emanuel, 120; Elizabeth, 120; Elizabeth 
(nee Lundeen), 79; Frank, 99; Fred (see 
Nilsson, Nils Fredrik); Gottfred Theo. (G. 
T.), 26, 32, 34; Gust I., 79; Gustaf, 75; 
Helena (nee Andersson); Ida, 35, 120; Ivan 
(Ivar) W., 79; Johan August, 99; Johannes 
L., 79; John (see Nilsson, Johan Aron); John 
(see Nilsson, Sven Johan); John A., 79; 
Kersti, 79; Lars, 99; Lily Otilia, 120; Louise, 
159; N. E. (see Sjodin, Nils); N. P. (see 
Snackerstrt:\m, Niklas Petter); Nels, 79, 99; 
Nels Arvid, 120; Nils Emil (see Johnson, 
Nils Emil); Ola (see Nilsson, Ola C.); Ole 
(see Nilsson, Ola); Ole (Nils Olof), 100; 
Olof, 35, 120; Otto Henning, 71; R. D., 227; 
Robert F., 79; Samuel (see Nelson, Sven); 
Samuel (see Nilsson, Nils Samuel); Svan 
(Sven), 100; Sven, 100; Swen, 123; Victor, 
79; William (see Malmberg, Wilhelm) 
Nertunius, Matthias Nicolai, 3 
Nettelbladt, Louise (Lovisa Mathilda), 200 
Nichelson, Andrew, 100 
Nieberg, Charles (see Nyberg, Charles and 
Nyberg, Charles, Jr.) 
Niklasson, Elof, 100 
Nilsdotter, Agnes, 220; Esther, 10 l ;  Inger, 
166; Kerstin, 219; Lovisa, 227; Maja Lisa, 
227; Marit, 91; Stina Cajsa, 169 
Nil[s]son, Anders, 100; Anna C., 99; 
Anthony, 10; Bengt, 100; Bernhard (see 
Nilsson, Bengt); Carl Emil Frithiof, 227; 
Carl Magnus, 90; Christian, 100; Christina 
(nee Svensdotter), 151, 152, 159; Edvard, 
100; Edward James (see Nelander, Edward 
James); Erik, 46, 100; Erland Petter, 51; 
Fredric, 152; Fredrick 0., 183; Gustaf 
Reinhold, 227; Henry Oscar Ignatius, 152; 
Ingrid, 169; Johan, 87, 100; Johan Aron, 
100; Johan August, 100; Johan August (see 
Grote, Charles); Johan St:\ren, 100; Jon, 100; 
Kristina, 100; Mathilda, 169; Mms, 97; Nils 
Emil (see Johnson, Nils Emil); Nils Fredrik, 
101; Nils Johan, 51, 101; Nils P., 101; Nils 
Samuel, 152, 159; Ola, 101; Ola C., 151, 
152, 153, 160; Olof, 101; Otto, 101; Pehr, 
46; Peter, 15, 101; Peter August, 101; Sven 
Johan, 101 
Noorman, Jt:\ns bstensson, 14 
Norberg, Gustaf Alfred, 101, Samuel; 54 
Nord, Donald, 35; Donald Harris Steen, 
116, 117; Emma, 35, 116, 117; Erma Joyce, 
116, 117; Gustaf, 101; Gustaf William (see 
Schevin, Anders Gustaf Andersson); Johan, 
101; John Earl, 116, 117; John H., 35, 116, 
117; Nils Nilsson, 101; Viola Margaret, 116, 
117 
Nordberg, Alfred, 101; Hilda Maria 
Christina, 101 
Nordgren, Johannes Nilsson, 101; Joseph 
Edvard, 101; Pauline, 101 
Nordqvist, Isak Aron, 101 
Nordstrom, Axel August Herman, 101; 
Isaac A., 102; Jacob Niklas, 102 
Nordvall, Jt:\ns Daniel Eliasson, 102 
Noren, Andrew, 35; ---, Mrs. Andrew, 35 
Norelius, Eric, 182 
Noreus, Ernst Olof Wilhelm, 102; Johan 
Oscar Herman, 102 
Norin, Peter, 102 
Norman, Carl, 154 
Norstrom, Stina Charlotta, 216 
Norwood, J. D. (see Nordvall, fons Daniel 
Eliasson) 
Novander, Johanna Maria, 65 
Nyberg, Amanda Alexandra, 105, 106, 107, 
109, 110; Archibald (see Brady, Archibald); 
Carl (Charles) Fredrik Reinhold, 105, 106, 
110, 111, 112; Carl Gustaf Petersson La 
Marque, 104, 105, 106, 112; Carolina 
Wilhelmina Josephina (nee de Falck), 104, 
105, 106, 109, 110; Charles Jr., 110, 111; 
Henning Walfrid, 105, 106, 110; James (see 
Brady, James); Julia Theresia, 105, 106, 
107, 109, 110 
Nygren, Ida (nee Carlsson), 102 
Nyman, Ake Napoleon, 102 
Nyqvist, Nils Pehrsson, 102 
Nystrom, C. G., 102; Gerda Rosalia, 102; 
Tekla Davida, 102; Lovisa, 35; Ludvig, 45 
0 
Oakes, Ernest, 208; Jennie (nee Gustafson), 
209, 210, 211, 212, 213; Larry (Lawrence 
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Victor), 208; Lawrence, 208, 21 1 ;  Victor, 
208, 209, 210, 21 1 , 212, 213, 214, 215, 216 
Ohls[s]on, Berndt Anton, 218 ;  Hildur Elin 
(nee Soderquist), 218 ;  John Allan, 218 ;  John 
Erich Gustav, 2 1 8; Mina, 1 03 ,  Wayne 
Gustav, 218 
Okenquist, Carl, 60; Mathilda (nee 
Carlsson), 60; Peter J., 60 
Okerstrom, Joseph, 103 
Olausson, Christian, 41; Hans Henrik, 103 
Olburn, Johan Jacob, 103 
Olivecrona, Knut, 196, 198, 200, 201 , 202, 
205, 206; Malla (nee Schenson), 195, 196, 
1 99, 200, 201 , 202, 203, 205 , 206; 
Stephanie, 196, 200, 202, 205 
Oliver, Vicky, 128 
Oloffrom Slobyn, 137 
Olofs[s]on, Anders, 7 ;  Bjorn, 20; Gustaf 
Olof (see Hornstein, Gustaf Olof); Johan 
Gustaf (see Olsson, Johan Gustaf); Lars, 19; 
Matthias, 16; Olof Adolph, 103 
Olsdotter, Bengta, 53; Christina Carolina, 
66; Hanna, 165; Maria, 162 
Ols[s]en, Andrew (see Olofson, Olof 
Adolph); Frank (see Wahlstrom, Karl), John, 
219 
Ols[s]on, Agnes M.,  (see Magney, Agnes 
M.); Alfred, 1 03 ;  Anders, 103; Anders 
Petter, 45; Anna, 1 1 8 ;  Anna Cajsa (nee 
Sandman), 36; Anton, 103;  Aron (see 
Olsson, Orin); August, 80; August Emanuel, 
103; Augusta, 76; Axel Emanuel, 103; Britta 
Maria (nee Second), 25, 36, 40; Carl, 1 1 8 ; 
Carl Gustaf, 1 18; Carolina, 87; Charley, 36; 
Charlotta Carolina, 161 ;  Emil, 103; Eric, 76; 
Erik, 44; Ernst A., 103; Florence, 37; Frank, 
36; Frank Gustaf, 103; Frank 0. ,  1 1 8 ;  
Fredrik, 16 1 ;  Gabriel, 80; Gustaf, 25,  35,  36, 
40, 1 1 8 ;  Gustaf S., 36, 37, 1 1 8 ;  Gustafva, 
36, 1 1 8 ;  Hanna(h), 36, 37, 1 1 8; Harald 
Gustaf, 1 1 8; Harry A., 80; Helmer Ejner, 37, 
1 1 8; Jacob, 25, 35, 36; Johan, 16 1 ;  Johan 
August (see Wilson, John); Johan Gustaf, 
16 1 ;  Johan Peter (see Olsson, Johannes); 
Johan Salomon, 1 6 1 ;  Johanna, 36, 1 1 8; 
Johannes, 91; 161; John Bennet, 187; Jonas, 
76; Karl W., 16 1 ;  Lars Gustaf, 161 ;  Laura 
Almida, 1 1 8; Lilly Almida, 1 18; Linnea, 36; 
Linnea Olava, 1 18 ;  Louis (Lars), 16 1 ;  Lydia 
(nee Mattsson), 80; M., 97; Myrtle Marion, 
1 1 8; Nelli Emelia, 1 1 8; Nils William, 4 1 ,  
63 ,  84 ,  127 ,  16 1 ,  19 1 ,  224; Ola (see 
Johnson, Olof); Olaf Tycka, 1 18; Olaus, 90; 
Olof, 1 53, 161 ;  Olof E., 80; Orin, 161 ;  Paul, 
40; Paul Leroy, 1 1 8; Pehr, 103, 162; Pehr 
(see Petersson, Peter); Pehr August, 162; 
Pehr Jmanov, 162; Rudolf Waldemar, 1 1 8; 
Samuel, 1 18 ;  Sofia, 25, 35; Shirley Louise, 
80; Sven August, 162; Violet Amelia, 1 1 8  
Olsson (Gustafson), Per, 66, 67 
Orrhan, Hendrick, 132; !Oran, 132 
Osberg, Johannes Andersen, 1 62; Jon (see 
Osberg, Johannes Andersen) 
Oslund, John (see Pehrsson, Pehr Johan) 
Osman, Andrew (see Asman, Anders 
Alfred) 
Ostrom, Karl (see Brostrom, Karl) 
Otto, Gerrit, 140 
Oxenstierna, Ake, 222 
p 
Page, John L., 68 
Palm, Karl, 162 
Palmrer, Maria, 162 
Palmberg, Andrew Gustaf, 162 
Palmer, Gustaf, 61 ; Hilda, 6 1 ;  Jennie, 6 1 ;  
Johan Fredrik, 61  
Palmlof, Carl Johan, 162; Peter, 162 
Parson, Peter (see Pehrson, Pehr) 
Paulsen, John (see Plllsson, Johannes) 
Paulson, Clement, 1 8  
Pearson, Gustava (nee MOiier), 162; James, 
67; Oliver (see Pehrsson, Olof Peter) ; Scott, 
67 
Pehrsdotter, Anna, 44; Johanna (Anna), 
1 5 1 ;  Kerstin, 219; Kristina Brita, 228 
Pe[h]rs[s]on, Alfred, 1 62; Alin, 1 62; 
Anders, 162, 163; Anders I, 163; Anders II, 
163; Bjorn, 1 63; Erik, 44, 163; Hans (see 
Smith, John); Johan Malcolm Bernhard, 
1 63 ;  Johannes, 163 ;  John (see Peterson, 
John); Jon, 163, 219; Jonas, 163; Karin, 1 86, 
188 ;  Lars, 163; Lars Magnus, 163; Marie 
Sophie, 162; Augusta, 80; Nils, 163; Olof, 
1 6 1 ;  Olof Peter, 1 63 ;  Pehr, 1 63 ;  Pehr J . ,  
163; Pehr Johan, 163; Pllls Pehr, 163; Victor 
Ferdinand, 163 
Pendleton, Nancy Mary, 126 
Penn, William, 6 
Perlstrom, Justina, 164; Wilhelm, 164 
Persson, Magnus, 228 
Pes-he-ki, 180 
Peters, John (see Samuelsson, Johan Peter) 
Peters[s]on/Pettersson, Anders (Andrew), 
164, 167, 170; Anders (Adres, Andrus J.), 
126; Anders E., 164; Anders Johan, 164; 
Andrew, 134, 1 35 ,  1 89 ;  Andrew (see 
Engvall, Ferdinand); Andrew (see Pehrsson, 
Anders I); Andrew (see Pehrsson, Anders 
II); Andrew (see Pettersson, Anders E); 
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Andrew (see Pettersson, Anders Johan); 
Anton, 164; August, 164, 189; Brita, 132; 
Carl 0., 80; Caroline, 72; Charles, 164; 
Charles (see Pettersson, Karl Herman); 
Charles J., 164; Charles Martin, 164; 
Christina (nee Mullica), 135; Cornelius, 134, 
135; Emil, 80; Emma, 80; Emma Maria (nee 
Sellin), 37; "Ezer," 134; Frank August, 80; 
Friman Gufast [sic], 164; Godfrey (see 
Pettersson, Gottfrid Adrian); Gottfrid 
Adrian, 164; Gustaf, 164; Herman F., 80; 
Hjalmar G., 81; Jeffrey, 129, 130; Jenny, 
164; Johan, 164; Johan August, 80, 164; 
Johan Peter, 165; Johan Petter, 165; John, 
165; John (Nils Johan), 165; John (see 
Petersson, Pehr Johan); John F., 25, 40; 
Jonas, 228; Jonas Ludvig Oman, 165; Jonas 
Petter, 165; Julia Margareta, 165; K. E., 25, 
37; K. J., 165; Karl (Charles), 165; Karl 
Alfred, 165; Karl Edvard (see Roberg, Karl 
Edvard); Karl Erik, 165; Karl Herman, 165; 
Karl Johan, 165; Karl Peter, 165; Karl 
Petter, 166; Karl Walfrid August, 167; Lars, 
93; Lars Peter, 166; Louis (see Peterson, 
Jonas Ludvig Oman); Maria (nee 
Haggstrom), 189; Mary, 135; Matthias, 132; 
Mlins (see Stake, Mlins Petersson); 
Nikolaus, 100; Nils, 166, 187; Nils Johan, 
166; Ola, 166; Oscar, 189; Otto, 166; 
Patrick, 166; Pehr, 166; Pehr Johan, 166; 
Pehr Olof, 166; Pehr Richard, 166; Peter 7, 
9, 166; Peter G., 166; Petter, 166; Petter 
Alfred, 166; Petter Gustaf, 166; Petter 
Zacharias, 166; Phyllis J., 228; Samuel, 10; 
Samuel (of Bogen), 132; Samuel (of 
Fryksande), 131;  Sophia Theodora (nee 
Leufqvist), 166; Stephen·G., 126; Sven, 166, 
173, 174; Sven August, 167; Sven Johan, 
167; Sven Magnus, 167; Swan (see 
Pettersson, Sven); Victor Gabriel, 167; 
Vilhelmina, 25, 40; Walfrid, 167; Walter, 
78; Wilhelm, 189; Wilhelmina, 37 
Pettersdotter, Johanna, 164 
Pettersen, Andrew (see Petersson, Anton) 
Pettersson-Blad, Anders, 167; 
Pieters, Styntjen, 144 
Pietersen, Claes, 143; Pieter, 7 
Pihl, Carl Johan Fredrik, 54, 55; Ernestin 
Julia Walborg, 54, 55; Ernst Hugo, 57; Eva 
M. K., 54, 57, 192; Fredrik, 57; Gustaf, 54, 
55, 56, 57, 192; Jacob Henrik, 167; Johanna 
Charlotta (nee Ekberg), 54, 55, 56, 57; 
Martin Samuel, 57; Mlirten Wilhelm, 167; 
Pehr Henrik Samuel, 54, 55, 57; Sophia, 
167; Ulrika Christina, 54, 55; Wilhelmina 
Albertina (nee Ronsdorf), 57 
Ponsbach, Pehr Gustaf, 167 
Porter, Andrew, 123, Robert B., 179 
Preutz, Hans, 13 
Priem, Marvel, 211 
Prin�, Johan, 1, 2, 5, 138, 140 
Proescholdt, Kevin, 226 
Parsdotter, Brita, 220 
Palsdotter, Elisabeth, 131 
Palsson, Johannes, 162; Mlins, 11, 131; 
Mlirten, 21; Paul, 18; Peter, 18 
Q 
Quist, Pfil Nilsson, 11, 12 
R 
Rambo, Peter, 2 
Rander, Anders Elof Herman, 167 
Rantala, Ernest, 210 
Rasch, Anders, 55, 57; Gustava Maria (nee 
Weidenhjelm), 54, 55, 56, 57 
Rase, Olof, 22 
Rawson, Carl, 22; Johan, 22; Lars, 22; Olle 
(see Rase, Olof) 
Read, Charles A. (see Linderoth, Johan A.) 
Reed, John A. (see Sandstrom, Johan A.) 
Reid, Bernhard (see Rylander, Bernhard) 
Rhowick, Charles (see Ronvik, Matthias 
Niklas) 
Rian, Karen, 37; Marlys, 37; Myrtle, 37 
Ridderberg, Brita, 219; Samuel, 219 
Rigeman, Vendela, 223 
Rigg, Henry, 130 
Ringo, Philip Jansen, 146 
Ringstrand, Carl Erik, 167; Nils Johan, 167 
Rising, Johan Claesson, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 
11, 12, 13, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 131, 138, 139, 
141, 144, 149, 150 
Roberg, Karl Edvard, 167 
Robinson, Charles (see Stenstrom, Johan) 
Roeloff, Hans, 17 
Rohnstriim, Lars Johan, 167 
Rolf, Anders Johan, 81; Emma, 81; Erick T., 
81 
Rommelin, Johan Erik, 167 
Ronsdorf, Johann Caspar Engelbert, 57 
Ronstriim, John W. (see Rohnstrom, Lars 
Johan) 
Ronvik, Matthias Niklas, 168 
Roos, Margareta, 3; Rosalie, 203, 206 
Rooth, Erik, 192 
Rosburg, ---, Mr., 156 
Rosell, Anna Marta, 176; Birger Adolph, 
168 
Roseman, Marten, 145 
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Rosen, Anders Petter, 168 
Rosenberg, C. M., 192; Johannes, 168; 
Severin (Sven), 168 
Rosencrantz, Fredrik Anton Ulrik, 168; 
Holger Otto, 168 
Rosendahl, Lars Petter, 168 
Ross, Henry, 168 
Rosvall, Ted, 41, 58, 84, 104, 121, 161, 224 
Rudenius, Lars Jt)nsson, 13 
Rudstrom, Gustaf (see Larsson, Anders 
Gustaf) 
Runburn, Francis Oscar (see Rundbom, 
Frans Oscar Mauritz) 
Rundbom, Frans Oscar Mauritz, 168 
Rundelius, Gustaf Alfred, 168 
Rundquist, Anna Elisabeth, 118; J. G., 118; 
John Emanuel, 118; John G., 37; Maria, 118 
Russell, Henry, 181 
Rustan, Alfred, 168 
Ruston, Fred B. (see Rustan, Alfred) 
Ryan, John, 37 
Rydberg, Gustaf, 47 
Ryden, Christina Charlotta, 165 
Rydqvist, Charles, 178 
Rylander, Bernhard, 168; Emilie, 168 
Range, Alexander (see Wilson, Alexander) 
Riif, Nils Olofsson, 12 
s 
Salomonsen, Johan Henrik, 168 
Salung, Andrew (see Ji)nsson, Anders, from 
Salungen); Bengt (see Ji)nsson, Bengt, from 
Salungen) 
Samuelsdatter, Beret, 218 
Samuels[s]on, Alfred Otto Julius, 228; 
Anders, 228; Carl, 228; Charles, 168; 
Gustav, 228; Gustava, 228; Johan Peter, 
168; Johanna Elisabeth, 50; Lasse Erik, 169; 
Otto, Jr., 228; Peter, 169 
Sand, Karl August, 169 
Sandelson, Olof, 169 
Sandeen, Betsy, 81; Eric, 81; Victor, 81; 
Vivien (nee Searles), 81 
Sandell, Alfred N., 120; Ellen L., 119; Ester 
M., 120; Ethel E., 120; F. W., 39, 119; 
Hulda A., 120; ---, Mrs. F. W., 39; Oscar 
W., 119; Philip E., 120 
Sandman, Anna Cajsa, 36; Carl Arthur, 39, 
119; Ellika, 31, 36, 38; Elof Algot, 119; 
Fredrick, 31, 36, 37, 38; Kristina, 38; Maria, 
38, 39, 119; Nicklas, 38, 39, 119; Oscar 
Fridolf, 119; Paul Johan, 119; Roland R., 39 
Sandnes, Karin Nilsdatter, 218 
Sandstrom, Frans Wilhelm, 169; Johan 
Adolph, 169; Mathilda, 169; Nils Johan, 169 
Saul, Johan Gustaf Conrad, 169 
Sawtell, William R., 124 
Schalbrich, Johan, 7 
Schalin, E., 171 
Scharp, Carrie, 169; Christina, 169 
Schenson, Elis, 195; John, 193 ; Maria 
Magdalena (nee Hahr), 193, 194, 195 
Schersten, Peter, 169 
Schevin, Anders Gustaf Andersson, 169 
Schliiter, Axel Ludvig Theodor, 169 
Sebold, Erik Victor (see Schllld, Erik 
Victor) 
Schovel [Fisk], Johan, 9 
Schroder ,  Gustaf, 65, 66, 67 ; Johan 
Reinhold, 65 
Sebold, Eric Victor, 169 
Schonstrom, Ulrika Sophia Elisabeth, 168 
Scott, Joyce M., 228; Richard, 146 
Seaberg, Hannah Elin (nee Kopperud), 33; 
Oscar, 33 
Seadeen, L. Oscar (see Sjlldin, L.  Oscar) 
Sealander, A. R. (see Sjlllander, Axel 
Reinhold) 
Seastedt, Alexander, 169 
Second, Britta, 118 
Segerblom, August Andersson, 169 
Segerlund, Brita Catharina, 169 
Selander, Gustaf, 169 
Selberg, Fredrik, 169 
Sellin, Tilda (nee Sten), 39 
Setterdahl, A. G., 153 
Setterlind, John Bemtsson, 170 
Severin, Carl E., 81 
Severson, Marcus, 130; Thomas, 19 
Shields, William Erle, 184 
Sinclair, William, 133 
Sjoberg, And., 38; Conrad, 170; Signe, 170; 
Sophia Helena, 44 
Sjodin, Gustaf, 170; Johan, 170; L. Oscar, 
170; Nils, 170 
Sjogren, Elof Ludvig Jon, 170 
Sjoholm, Magnus Andersson, 170 
Sjolander, Axel Reinhold, 170 
Sjostedt, Alexander (see Seastedt, 
Alexander) 
Skall/Schal/Shall, Maria, 8; ·Peter, 8; 
Skarblom, Johannes (John), 170 
Skarin, Magnus, 170 
Skarstedt, C. W., 46 
Skog, Johan Alfred, 170; Ji)ns Milnsson, 15; 
Nils Olof, 170 
Skoglund, Anders Gustaf, 170; Anders 
Johan, 170 
Skogman, Bernhard, 170 
Skrika, Johan Mattsson, 20 
\ .  
\ 
.\ 
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Skute, Johan, 2; Sven Svensson, 1, 2, 16, 
19, 145 
Skytte af Satra, Helena Christina (nee Hom 
af Rantzien), 54, 55, 56; Magdalena 
Eleonora, 54, 55, 56; Rutger Georg, 54, 55, 
56; Rutger Henrik, 56 
Slouboe, Olla (see Olof from Slobyn) 
Slubey, Hendrick Ollesson, 137; Olle 
Ollesson, 137; Peter Ollesson, 137 
Slatt, Oscar Jonsson, 170 
Smith, August, 170; Francis, 5; Frans 
Lorans, 144, 145; John, 170, 181; Nicholas 
(see Lomeli, Niklas Marcus) 
Snackerstrom, Niklas Petter, 171 
Soderstrom, Elin D. (nee Swanberg), 81; 
Gust A., 81; Gustav R., 81; John, 81; Marie, 
81 
Solander [Mannberg], Anders Alexius, 
125; Betty Karolina, 125; Carl Johan, 125; 
Ester Sofia, 125; Karl Magnus, 125; Nils 
Konrad, 125; 
Solander [Mannberg, Andersson], Hulda 
Eugenia, 125; Signe Eleanor, 125 
Solander [Mannberg, Carlson], Johan 
Alfred, 125 
Spansk, Isak Andersson (see Andersson, 
Isak Spansk) 
Spencer, Rebecka, 171 
Spetz, Erland, 49 
Sprout,John (see Johansson, Johannes) 
Staal, ---, 202, 206 
Staff, Roger, 189 
Stake, Lars Ericksson, 13; Mllns Petersson, 
9 
Steel, John, 171 
Steele, Virginia C., 228 
Ste[e]n, Adolf, 119; Albert, 119; Anders 
Gustaf, 119; Anna, 119; August, 119; Carl 
Johan, 35, 38, 39, 119; Emma, 119; Henning 
Samuel, 119; Janet, 39; Jenny Sophia, 119; 
Johan S. 3 8 ,  39, 119; Johanna (nee 
Sandman), 35, 38, 39, 119; Lotta Kristina, 
119; Maria, 39; 119; Myrtle Victoria, 119; 
Niklaus, 119; Pehr (see Pettersson, P.); Thea 
Mathilda, 119; Valfrid, 119; Victor, 119 
Stenberg, ---, 200, 202, 206 
Stenbom, Carl Wilhelm, 171 
Stenersen, Oluf, 171 
Stenfeldt, ---, Mrs. Axel, 79 
Stenhammar, Olof (see Stonehammer, 
Olof) 
Stenman, John, 171 
Stenstrom, Johan, 171 
Stewart, Joseph S., 207; Selma (nee Hahr), 
207 
Stiddem, Timen, 3 
Stille, Christina, 145; Olof, 4, 145 
Stjernstrom, Jons Petter, 171 
Stolt, Sven, 173 
Stoltz, Johanna Catharina, 57 
Ston[e], John (see Knapp, Cla:s); Carl 
Wilhelm (see Stenbom, Carl Wilhelm) 
Stonehammer, Olof, 172 
Storberg, Carl, 119; Gustaf 0., 25, 40; 
Kristina, 25, 37, 40, 119; Ole, 119; Ole P., 
25, 37 
Strand, Charles Francis (see Bergstrand, 
Karl Johan); Gus (see Strand, Karl August); 
Gustav, 123; Johannes, 172, 224; Karl 
August, 172; Karl Johan (see Bergstrand, 
Karl J.) 
S trokirk, Carl Elias, 172; Justus Evert 
Strokirk 
Strom, C. G. (see Nystrom, C. G.); Gustaf, 
172; John (see Stjernstrom, Jons Petter); 
Klas Wilhelm, 172 
Strombeck, Johan, 171 
Stromberg, Olof, 172 
Stuyvesant, Peter, 5, 16, 139, 140, 141, 142, 
144, 146, 148, 149 
Stahl, Johan Emil (see Steel, John) 
Stal, Carolina Olofsdotter, 85; Fredrik 
Jansson, 171 
Stalhammar, Kristoffer, 171; Lena Greta, 
171 
Stalhan[d]ske, Ester N., 38 ;  John F., 38; 
Willhelmina, 38 
Sundberg, Jenny C., 172; Robertina Eliza 
Chapman, 171 
Sundin, Lars, 172 
Sundling, Johan Fredrik, 172; Sara 
Elisabeth, 172 
Sundstrom, Karl Alex, 172; Karl Erik, 172 
Svalander, A. J., 172 
Svancy, Petter Andreas (see Svensson, 
Petter Andreas) 
Svansson, John (see Svensson, Johan) 
Svenningsson, Soloman (see Svensson, 
Soloman) 
Svensdotter, Maja Lisa, 90; Maria, 173 
Svens[s]on, Alfred, 173; Anders, 149; 
Anders Severin, 173; Andrew Peter, 173; 
Arthur, 107; August, 173; Axel, 173; 
Catharina, 173; Esten, 220; Frank, 70, 75; 
Frans Gustaf, 173; Fredrik, 173; Gustaf, 
173; Hans, 49; Johan, 89, 173 ;  Johan 
August, 173; Johan Fredrik, 190; Johan 
Peter, 173; Johannes, 107, 173; Jon (see 
Swanson, John); Jons, 173; Karl, 173; Karl 
Edvard, 174; Karl Emil (see Jonsson, Karl 
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Emil); Karl Gustaf, 174; Karl Johan, 174; 
Karl Johan (see Swensson, Andrew); Lars, 
174; Lars Johan, 174; Leif G., 62; Linnea, 
107; Magnus Leander, 174; Nils, 174; Nils 
(see Swanson, Nils); Pebr, 1 63; Peter, 166, 
174; Peter Olof, 174; Petter Andreas, 174; 
Soloman, 174; Sven, 190 ;  Tillie, 70, 75; 
Truls, 174; 
Svensson [Isaksson, Andersson], Carl 
Anders, 227 
Svlird, John E. (see Erick, Johan) 
Swans[s]on, Albert (see Svensson, Anders 
Severin); Alfred (see Svensson, Alfred); 
Anna Bergstrom, 226; Augusta, 8 1 ;  Carl, 
73; Carl Arvid, 8 1 ;  Charles (see Svensson, 
Karl J.); Ernest, 82; Hanna, 82; John, 82, 
174; Karl (see Svensson, Karl); Naomi, 82; 
Nils, 174; Robert, 82; Roy, 82; Salda, 82; 
Swan, 82; Swan A., 8 1 ;  Swan August, 175 
Swartz, Lars, 14 
Swedberg, P. 0., 175; Peter, 175 
Swedlund, Joyce (Mrs. Don), 79 
Swenander, John (see Svensson, Jons) 
Swens[s]on, Andrew, 175, 1 83; Carl Aaron, 
1 53,  154, 155, 1 56; Catharina, 183; Emma, 
120; Emma Cb., 38;  Emma Ruth, 120; 
Ernest Gottfrid, 120; Frank Carlsson, 175; 
Frantz Carlsson, 175; J. E., 120; Johan E., 
38; Johan Elmer Conrad, 1 20; Mabel 
Seraphia, 120; Mathilda Charlotta, 185;  Nils 
(see Swanson, Nils); Paul Eugene, 120 
Swoffer, Walfrid, 175 
Sybrants, Harman Jansen, 147; Hendrick 
Jansen, 1 32, 147; Jan Jansen, 147 
Sybrantsen, Jan (see Eckhoff, Jan) 
Syk, Hjalmar, 175 
Syk[es], Noah Ludvig, 175 
Synnerholm, Janne (Johan Wilhelm), 175 
Soderblom, Oskar, 171  
Sodergren, Carolina Augusta, 171 ;  Lars 
Ludvig, 171 
Soderlund, Adolf; 40; John (see Johansson, 
Johannes) 
Soderqvist, Johan Peter Carlsson, 1 7 1 ,  
Johan Emil, 218 
Soderstrom, Gustaf A., 171 ;  Karl Ludvig, 
171  
T 
Treveldal, Beret Hansdatter, 219 
Talberg, Fredrik (see Selberg, Fredrik) 
Tall, Adam Johan August, 175 
Tamm-Gotlind, M�ta, 193 
Tand, Jonas Henriksson, 219 
Tank, Catharine, 6; John, 6 
Taylor, Dorothy, 2 10, 2 1 1 ;  Gary, 210, 2 1 1 ;  
John, 175 
Thompson, Perry, 164 
Thomson, Peter, 175 
Thor, Albert August, 175 
Thoren, Michael, 86 
Thornberg, Magnus M11nsson, 175 
Thorsen, Elisabeth, 121 ,  122 
Thorsson, Alexander (Sander), 7, 8 ;  
Anders, 8 ;  Ann, 8; Olle, 133 
Tidlund, John, 1 8 1 ,  1 82, 1 83 
Tingsten, Samuel, 175 
Tollander, Anders Andersson, 175 
Tolson/Toulson, Andrew (see Tborsson, 
Anders) 
Tomas, Jannitien, 141 ,  147 
Tomasdotter, Elin, 23 
Tomson, Robert (see Osterberg, Pehr Erik) 
Tornberg, Christina, 54, 55, 56 
Tornquist, Anna, 7 1 ,  82; Olof, 82; Per Olof, 
7 1 ;  Sven Gottfrid, 7 1 ;  William John, 82 
Torson, Alexander, 8; Andrew, 8 
Tranberg, Anna, 221 ;  Peter, 221 
Tranbom, Daniel, 176 
Trulsson, Henrik (see Ross, Henry) 
Trygg, Joban, 176 
Tunell, Albin Clarence, 125; Andrew Olsen, 
125; Anton Ludwig, 125; Augusta Josefina 
(nee Larsdotter/Larson), 125; David A. ,  125; 
Ellen Axelina, 125 ;  Harry Ernest, 125; 
Mando Leonard, 125 
Turnbull, Bonnie (Mrs. Frank), 79 
Turner, C. G., 176 
Turnqvist, Pehr A. (see Tiirnqvist, Pehr 
August Victor) 
Tiirnblad, Johannes Petersson, 175 
Torner, Christian, 176 
Tornquist/Tiirnqvist, August Victor, 1 75;  
Lars Gustaf, 175; Pehr August Victor, 175 
u 
Udden, J. A., 154 
Ulf, Johan Danielsson, 3 
Ulven, ---, 32 
Ungqvist, Olof Larsson, 176 
Unonius, Gustaf, 18 1  
Urinson, Cornelius (see Jiiransson, Nils) 
Utter, Nils Mattson, 12 
V 
van Beeck, Gerrit Jansen, 147 
van Dyck, Gregorius, 146 
Van Pelt, Cornelis Teunissen, 148 
van Tellickhuysen, Magdalentje Lamberts, 
9 
' 
\ 
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Vanhaniemi, Erik, 176 
Vellingk, Catharina Elisabet, 22 1 ;  Filip, 
223; Gotthard, 222, 223 
Vick, Alexander, 83 
Vickberg, 62 
Victor, Gustaf Lorentz, 176 
Victoria, 121 
Vimmerstedt, Jonas Petter (see Pettersson, 
Jonas Petter) 
Vinterroos, Anders August, 176 
von Arnim, Joakim, 223; Lovisa Eleonora, 
222 
Von Elswick, Hendrick, 5, 22, 149, 150 
von Fleeten, Hans, 222; Margareta, 222 
von Kanne, Catharina, 222; Otto, 223 
von Quickelberg, Maicken, 223 
von Rohr, Anna Elisabeth, 221 ;  Georg, 222; 
Hans, 222; Hans Christoffer, 221 ;  Joakim, 
221 
Von Rook, Major, 193 
von Schele, Charlotta Christina, 206 
von Tepe!, Margareta, 223 
von Treiden, Dorotea, 222; Kristina, 222 
von Vegesack, Elisabeth, 223 
w 
Wrerenqvist, Pedro, 176 
Wrerneman, Karl Henning, 176 
Wahlborg, Olof, 176 
Wahlgren, Johan Niklas, 176 
Wahlstedt, Emma Augusta Sophia, 167 
Wahlstrom, Karl, 176 
Waldenstrom, J. A., 173 
Walen, Alida, 164 
Wall, Karl, 176 
Wallin, Anna Catharina, 176; Axel Gunnar, 
82; Emil, 82; Hilda, 82 
Walter, Hans, 4 
Way, ---, 36 
Wedin, Johanna Maria Lorentina, 50 
Weeks, Charles A. (see Gronlund, Karl) ; 
Robin (see Petersson, Ola) 
Weinberg, Carl Anton, 176; Carl Anders 
Wilhelm, 176; Carl Eske!, 82, 83 
Welander, Sven Peter (see Willander, 
Peter) 
Wendell, Peter Hansson, 6 
Wendt, Charles J., 177 
Wennberg, August, 177; Gustaf, 177; Klla, 
65 
Wennersten, Karl (see Eliasson, Karl) 
Werner, Johan Fredrik, 107, 1 08; Lydia 
Elma Olivia Leontine, 57 
West, Marion, 61 
Westberg, E. C., 177; Johan Wilhelm, 177; 
Karl Johan, 177; Oscar, 177 
Weste, Louis (see Westerberg, Lars) 
Wester, Karl August, 177 
Wester berg, Erik Larsson, 177; Lars, 177 
Westerdahl, Isaac, 177 
Westergren, Sofia Albertina, 57 
Westerlund, Nils Jonsson, 177 
Westlund, Florence Estrid Regina, 120; 
Frank (Frans) Oscar, 39, 120; Henning 
Oliver, 120; Mathilda Sophia, 39, 120; 
Oscar Nathanael, 120; Richard, 120; Robert 
Helmar, 120; Rudolf, 120; Ruth Mabel, 120; 
Selma Geneva, 120 
Westman, Anders Gustaf, 177; ---, Mr., 204 
Wiberg, Petter Jacobsson, 177 
Wicklund, Erik Pontus, 177; John, 177; 
Peter, 177 
Wickstrom, John, 177 ;  John (see 
Johannesson, Jons) 
Widegren, Anders Gustaf, 177 
Widen, Johan Wilhelm, 178; John G.; Karl 
Johan, 178 
Wik, Christina Larsdotter, 52 
Wiken, Erik, 191 ,  192 
Wikstrom, Gustava, 226 
Wilkins, Robert, 6 
Willander, Pehr, 178; Peter, 178 
Williams, Charles (see Pettersson, Petter 
Gustaf) 
Wilson, Alexander, 178; John, 178 
Winberg, Gustaf, 178 
Winborn, Johan, 54 
Winlof, Nils, 178 
Winnberg, Eric Johansson, 221 ;  Johann 
Ersson, 221 ;  Sophia Lovisa, 220 
Winqvist, Nils Peter, 178 
Wistedt, John, 178 
Wood, William (see Axberg, Anders 
Gustaf) 
Wretmark, Fred W., 178; Tor Viking, 178 
Wuflestad, Conrad, 33 ,  39, 1 17 ;  Dorcas 
Emma, 1 17; Emma (nee Kopperud), 33, 39, 
1 17; Enoch Conrad, 39, 1 17; Ruth Deborah, 
1 17 
Wulff, Johan Persson, 150 
y 
Young, Charley (see Svensson, Karl 
Edvard); Hester, 6; Jacob (see Jungh, Jacob) 
Youngdahl [Ljungdahl], Carl, 1 88;  Earl, 
188;  Ella C., 188;  Elna (nee Akesdotter), 
1 87,  1 88; Emil S. ,  1 88;  Hilva, 188 John S. 
(Jons), 1 88;  Lyle, 1 88;  Nils, 1 88;  Olivia (nee 
Olsdotter), 1 87,  1 88; Oscar Emanuel, 188;  
Oscar L., 1 88;  Rosalie Elisabeth, 188;  Sven 
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Alfredsson, 187, 188; Vincent E. R., 188; 
William, 188; Ake, 187, 188 
z 
Zachariasson, Anders, 22 
Zackrison, Charles, 123 
Zakrisson, Peter, 167 
A 
Akerman, Hlikan Persson, 21 
Akesdotter, Lucia, 188 
Akesson, Pehr, 94 
0 
Oberg, Erik August, 102; Eva Josephina 
(see Andersson, Eva Josefina); Isac, 102; 
Karl Johan, 102; Pehr Alfred, 102 
Oblander, Victor, 102 
Olander, Johan (Jonas) Pettersson, 102 
Orbom, Anders, 221 ;  Carl Magnus, 219; 
Gustaf, 219; Gustaf Herman, 219; Karl 
Gustafsson, 218 
Ostberg, Anders Johan, 102; Jon (see 
Osberg, Johannes Andersen) 
Osterberg, Pehr Erik, 103 
Ostling, Johan Magnus, 103 
Ostlund, Johan August, 103 
, ,  
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Index of Place Names 
Please note the following conventions and abbreviations: 
• The Swedish letters Ali, Aa, and bo are indexed according to the Swedish practice, i.e., as 
distinct letters following the letter Z. 
• For U.S. place names, the official U.S. postal abbreviations apply. 
• For Swedish place names, the county (liin) is coded according to the following system: 
A = Stockholm (city) 
B = Stockholm (liin) 
C = Uppsala 
D = Sodermanland 
E = bstergotland 
F = Jonkoping 
G = Kronoberg 
H = Kalmar 
I = Gotland 
A 
Aberdeen, MS, 97 
Aberdeen, WA, 96 
Aberdeen  P rov ing  
Grounds, MD, 72 
Abisko (BD), 218 
Africa, 170 
Afton, MN, 182 
Aisne-Mame, France, 73 
Alabama, 81 
Alaska, 29, 30 
Albia, IA, 227 
Alebolet, Snostorp (N), 
163 
Aledo, IL, 80 
Alexis, IL, 79 
Alfta (X), 44, 103, 163 
Alingsll.s, 96, 99 
Almby (T), 172 
Almeboda (G), 86 
Almundsryd (G), 74, 174 
Alpha, IL, 71 
Alton, IL, 93 
Altona, IL, 68, 70, 72, 73, 
76, 79, 80, 81 
Amador Prairie, MN, 182 
America, passim 
Amersfoort, Long Island, 
148 
Ammansland, 133, 135, 
137 
K = Blekinge 
L = Kristianstad 
M = Malmohus 
N = Halland 
0 = Goteborg and 
Bohus 
p = Alvsborg 
R = Skaraborg 
s = Varmland 
Amneharad (R), 42, 44, 
97 
Amsterdam, 139 
Anaconda, MT, 45, 86 
Andover, IL, 78 
Andrarum (L), 93 
Andre, France, 77 
"Andrews Conquest," 11 
Angelstad (G), 89 
Angseboda, Froderyd (F), 
90 
Angus, MN, 165 
Anne's Neck, Westches-
ter Co., 5 
Annelov (M), 53 
Annerstad (G), 88 
Anoka, MN, 52, 92 
Apia, Samoa, 48 
Appoquinimink Creek, 
140 
Appoquinimink Hundred, 
140 
Ardre (I), 103 
Argonne, France, 71, 71, 
75, 80, 82 
Arizona, 97 
Arnot, PA, 102 
Amas (Y), 102 
Arrie (M), 93 
Arvika, 41, 65, 163 
Asarum (K), 48, 173 
Ashland, WI, 30, 52, 114 
T = brebro 
u = Vastmanland 
w = Kopparberg 
X = Gavleborg 
y = Vastemorrland 
AC = Vasterbotten 
BO = Norrbotten 
Ashtabula, OH, 173 
Ask (E), 175 
Asmundtorp (M), 161 
Aspen, CO, 92 
Aspll.s (Z), 218, 219 
Astoria, OR, 45, 53,  91, 
166, 167 
Attmar (Y), 45 
Atwater, MN, 49 
Audubon Co., IA, 166 
Augerum (K), 48, 173 
Augusta, WI, 227 
Austin, TX, 96 
Avesta (W), 215 
Axtell, KS, 85 
Axtell, NE, 152, 153, 156 
B 
Backabo, Vissefjarda (H), 
62 
Backetorp, Skedevi (E), 
169 
Baileytown, IN, 62 
Balsby, Nosaby (L), 94 
Baltic, 222 
Baltimore, MD, 47, 82, 
94, 96, 167, 171, 176 
Baltimore Co., MD, 8, 11 
Barseback (M), 163 
Bates Twp., Iron Co., MI, 
218 
Bay Co., MI, 52, 166, 174 
252 
Beaverhead Co., MT, 53 
Bellingham, WA, 185 
Benicia, CA, 97 
Bensalem, PA, 57 
Berg (Z), 219 
Bergsgflrden, Lindesberg 
(T), 99 
Bering Strait, 46 
Berlin Mills, NH, 100 
Berrien City, Ml, 100 
Bessemer, Ml, 98, 161 
Big Lake, MN, 181 
Billeberga (M), 177 
Birkelandstrand, Flekke-
fjord, Norway, 48 
Bishop Hill, IL, 44, 78, 
191 
Bispbergshyttan, Stora 
Skedvi (W), 169 
Bjudlker (X), 102 
B jllrke (P), 162 
B jtlrkil (F), 41 
Bjtlrnekulla (L), 54, 55, 
56, 57 
Bjtlrnhovda, Torslunda 
(H), 101 
Bjtlrsllter (E), 84 
Bjtlrsllter (R), 103 
B lasieholmen, Stock-
holm, 220 
Blekinge (?), 101 
Bloomington, IL, 93 
Bloomington, MN, 63 
Bochten, 18 
Bodie Mining Camp, 96 
Bogen, Gunnarskog (S), 
132 
Bollnlls (X), 83, 163, 175 
Bona, Vllstra Ny (E), 91 
Bonl!s, Mora (W), 98 
Borensberg, 189 
Borgsjtl (Y), 44, 124 
Borgt 2 
BorHlnge (W), 226 
Bosque Co., TX, 126 
Boston, MA, 51, 83, 90, 
93, 96, 98, 101, 169, 
170, 177, 181 
Bottnaryd (F), 85 
Bought, 134 
Boughttown, NJ, 134 
Boulder, CO, 43 
Boulder City, NV, 62 
Boulogne, France, 83 
Boyd, WI, 100 
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Braddock, PA, 42, 100 
Brainerd, MN, 31, 40, 48, 
87 
Brandenburg, 222 
Brandywine Creek, 2, 10, 
20 
Brandywine Hundred, 18 
Brantford, KS, 87 
Bredared (N), 53 
Bremen, 147 
British Columbia, 84 
Bro, 3 
Bro (I), 44 
Broad River, 199, 203 
Broadalbin, NY, 57, 192 
Brockton, MA, 224 
Broddetorp (R), 78 
Brooklyn, IA, 92 
Brooklyn, NY, 45, 46, 48, 
50, 52, 86, 94, 99, 100, 
103, 165, 171, 177 
Brown Co., TX, 126 
Brownsville, OR, 188 
Brownville, ME, 123, 124 
Brule, WI, 210 
Brunflo (Z), 219, 220, 
221 
Brunnby (M), 48, 53, 166 
Brunskog (S), 52, 95 
Brunswick, GA, 51 
Brflgarp (M), 100 
Brllkne-Hoby (K), 97 
Brtlndtlme, Kungsbacka, 
164 
Brtlsarp (M), 176 
Brtlttjemark, Skllrstad (F), 
87 
Buckhorn, TX, 45 
Bucklin, MO, 163 
Buffalo, MN, 39, 167 
Burleigh, ND, 168 
Burlington, CT, 47 
Burlington, IA, 92, 172 
Butte, MT, 176 
By (W), 43, 45, 49, 191 
Byarum (F), 86, 167 
Bflstad, 100 
Blick, Nlltra (Y), 177 
Bllcke (P), 76 
Bllve (0), 43 
Btlda (H), 165 
Btlkestad (?), 97 
Btlrje (C), 161 
C 
Calcon Hook, 9, 20, 21 
Calgary, 70 
California, 44, 100, 169, 
176 
Callao, Peru, 90 
Calumet, MI, 163, 176 
Cambridge, IL, 169 
Cambridge [Cambrai?], 
France, 70 
Camp Dix, NJ, 77, 81, 82 
Camp Dodge, IA, 70, 71, 
72, 76, 81, 82 
Camp Gordon, GA, 71, 
75, 76, 78 
Camp Grant, IL, 73, 74, 
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 
81, 82, 83 
Camp Halliford, 77 
Camp Jackson, SC, 81 
Camp Logan, TX, 76, 80 
Camp McArthur, TX, 75 
Camp Merritt, 81 
Camp Pike, AR, 81, 82 
Camp Robinson, NE, 167 
Camp Sheridan, AL, 81 
Camp Taylor, 79 
Camp Travis, TX, 72, 77 
Camp Upton, 77, 79 
Campello, MA, 172, 224 
Canada, 59, 96 
Cantigny, France, 73 
Carabo, 98 
Carbon, WI, 45 
Carkoens Hook, 10, 129, 
134, 136, 137 
Carlish, IA, 161 
Cass Co., ND, 175 
Castle Garden, 60 
Cecil Co., MD, 6, 17, 20, 
21, 131, 135 
Center [Centre] City, 
MN, 182, 183, 184 
Center Junction, IA, 90 
Champagne, France, 71 
Champaign, IL, 82 
Champion, Ml, 173 
Charleston, SC, 173 
Cheboygan. Ml, 99 
Cherbourg, France, 71 
Chesterton, IN, 42, 62, 95 
Cheyenne, WY, 102 
Chicago, IL, 34, 41, 43, 
44, 45, 50, 51, 53, 62, 
63, 72, 74, 84, 86, 87, 
\ 
88, 89, 90, 92, 94, 95, 
96, 97, 103, 162, 164, 
168, 169, 174, 175, 
176, 178, 185, 187, 
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bled, Halrnstad, 169 
Oljehult (K), 174 
0Irnstad (F), SO 
Orbyhus, 98 
brebro, 13, 48, 62, 67, 
97, 99, 221 
bremfila, Vissefjarda (H), 
47 
Orgryte (0), 48 
Orup, Benestad (L), 168 
brslis (P), 92, 97 
263 
Orsjtl (M), 163 
Ostby, Lur (I), 49 
Oster Ltlvsta (C), 45 
bstergNland, 104, 212, 
217, 222 
bsterunda (U), 43 
bstersund, 170 
bstra Kamp (N), 89 
bstra Ljungby (L), 162 
bstra Ryd (E), 94 
bstra Skrukeby (E), 175 
bstra Stenby (E), 166 
bverluleli (BD), 92 
bvertorneli (BD), 176 
bverum (H), 62 
bver-Seltl (D), 172 
bvraby, SMerlikra (H), 
166 
Ovre Ullerud (S), 163, 
166, 169 
0st Finnmark, Vardtl, 
Norway, 47 
264 
Bonavista, SS, 1 10 
Carmonia, 7 1  
Cassandra Adame, 168 
Cedric, 74, 77, 79 
Celina, 170 
Celtic, 75 
Colina, SS, 42 
Coronia, 80 
Constellation, USS, 93 
Eagle, I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 1 1 , 21, 22, 129, 1 30, 
136 
Groenen Arent, 147 
Golden Shark, I, 3, 6, 23 , 
129, 148, 149, 150 
Headlight, IO I  
Henrik, 5 1 ,  89, 93, 165 
Hesperian, 98 
Jeanette, 46 
Johan, 41 
John Wesley, 179 
Kasmito, 70 
Kattan, I ,  3 ,  7, 12, 148 
Kepler, 85 
Leif Erikson, I 02 
Lizzie Babcock, 170 
Lusitania, 83 
Margaret Crochard, 42 
Mercurius, 130 
Minona, 90 
Montana, 44 
New Netherland Indian, 
146 
Nominee, 1 80 
Noranmore, 42 
Omaha, USS, 43, 1 00 
Otranto, 70, 80 
Pensacola, USS, 88 
Purmelander Kirck, 147 
Quinneboug, USS, 103 
San Blas, 100 
Sarah Hignett, 45 
Sea Gull, 170 
Sir Robert Peel, 165 
Vandalia, USS, 44, 48 
Wexford, 9 
Swedish American Genealogist 
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,, 
He abolished 
Man '.s vested freedom 
fo seek vengeance 
for blood shed in feud 
and secured by law 
the sanctify 
of the home, 
the church 
,md the l11wco11rfs. 
He ordained for women 
their rights 
fo security 
and to heritage. 
He fortified 
the city of Stockholm, 
and promoted 
overseas trade. 
Birger Jarl 
Regent ot Sweden 1250- 1200. 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching �our 
Roots in Sweden. 
225 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio 
Conference rooms for groups from 10  to 150 persons 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests 
Garage 
Centrally located - Tulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan 
Address: Box 190 16, S- 104 32 Stockholm, Sweden 
Telephone + 46 8 674 10 00 
Fax + 46 8 673 73 66 
Internet: www.birger jarl.se 
The hotel was renovated in 1996 
·- • •• 
Scandinavia is our home. We offer more fl ights to • 1 
Scandinavia year-round than any other airl ine. 
We fly non stop from New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Seattle with convenient connections to cities • 
throughout Scandinavia. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' vacation packages, 
frequent schedules and low air fares or cal l  SAS, 
tol l  free 1-800-221-2350. 
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